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All -digital circuitry.
All -digital genlock.
Programmable pulse widths.

Mono and color lock.
Bar/dot and black burst.
Front-panel test points.
Best time -base stability.
Two rates of genlock.
Full maintenance access
during operation.
Built to network specs.
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Anything less isn't
the world's most advanced
color sync generator.
Write today for complete technical and price
information on the TeleMation TSG -3000.

TEL MATION
P.O. Box 15068. Salt Lake City, Utah 84115

Phone:
Circle
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-487 -5399
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This is the new, unique Setchell
Carlson 10 -inch monochrome
video monitor...the only professional- quality 10 -inch monitor.
It gives you 13% more viewing area than
standard 9 -inch monitors, 26% more when
used in a dual rackmount configuration.
It is small and handy, but able to do giant
duty. Use it for broadcast studios, industrial
monitoring, surveillance, remote installations, medical, VTR display, educational,
and many other applications.
You'll find the picture quality always superb
(horizontal resolution 640 lines or better),
the reliability factor amazing, the weight
practically nothing (15 pounds), and the cost
modest.
One hundred percent solid -state circuitry
Circle
June, 1971
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assures you maximum performance and stability, low power
drain, and a minimal heat factor.
Setchell Carlson UNIT -IZED®
plug -in circuit modules make maintenance
a breeze.
At $189, it is the lowest -priced Americanmade monitor of comparable size, and is
available in single or dual rackmounts.

Take a giant step forward ... ask your
Setchell Carlson dealer for more information, or write to us. Remember SETCHELL
CARLSON, where quality is a tradition.
SC

ELECTRONICS, INC.

A SUBSIDIARY OF AUDIOTRONICS CORPORATION

530 5th AVE. N.W.

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55112
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"and the fairy
computer said to the telecine,
from this day forward you are
color correct." Question is, who
runs the computer? See page
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fully the flap over drug lyrics is over, but just to review programming and censorship obligations of broadcasters, this
month's FCC column is devoted to responsibilities in programming, page 14. Have you faced up to your responsibilities regarding off -color TV? Engineers can solve the problem, but
management will have to foot the bill. For an interesting proposal, take a look at page 22. If you buy something before the
month is out, you can get a full year's depreciation. For an explanation of new rules on Asset Depreciation Ranges, don't
miss the article on page 29. Read it before June 30! And, in
case you're increasing your uhf power, there's a cost- saving
idea on page 18.

ENGINEERING:
A recap on what's happening in magnetic tape: 3 -M's High
Energy tape; a new Cobaloy material from Graham Magnetics
and the latest on chromium dioxide -page 10. Are you up -to
date on gas -filled transmission lines? You can increase power
now, without increasing size. See page 18. For a run -down of
equipment to improve color TV broadcasting, be sure to read
the survey beginning on page 22.
June, 1971 -BM /E
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N E W 3600 SYSTEM

SWITCHING SYSTEMS
THE 3600 SERIES'SWITCHING MATRIX (ILLUSTRATED BELOW) IS THE BASIC ELEMENT IN A NEW
LINE OF COMPACT, HIGH PERFORMANCE SWITCHING SYSTEMS.
BY CHOICE OF THE PROPER INPUT AND OUTPUT DEVICES, 3600 SERIES SYSTEMS CAN BE ASSEMBLED TO SATISFY REQUIREMENTS FOR VIDEO

SWITCHING, AUDIO /VIDEO SWITCHING (WITH THE
GVG MULTIPLEX AUDIO SYSTEM), AS WELL AS
GENERAL PURPOSE WIDEBAND SWITCHING FOR
DATA, TELEMETERING, AND SIMILAR SIGNALS.
INPUT AND OUTPUT SIGNALS TO THE MATRIX
CAN BE EITHER BALANCED OR UNBALANCED.
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE
3600 SERIES EQUIPMENT, CONTACT GVG THROUGH
ONE OF THE SALES OFFICES LISTED BELOW.

en.

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.

AA

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY GRAVCO SALES, INC.
6515 Sunset Blvd.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
(2'13) 462-6618

Station Plaza East
GREAT NECK, N.Y.
(516) 487 -1311

1312 West Northwest Highway

2626 Mockingbord Lane

1644 Tullie Circle, N.E.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

DALLAS, TEXAS

ATLANTA, GEORGIA

(312) 394 -1344

(214) 352 -2475

(404) 634 -0521
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BROADCAST INDUSTRY

Houser Speculates on
Cable TV as "Uncommon

Carrier"
The Cable TV industry got a
chance to meet the FCC's newest
commissioner, Thomas Houser,
first at the NCTA Programming
Conference in Chicago and then
again at the Pennsylvania Community Antenna Television Association. In both instances, Commissioner Houser talked about
cable as an "uncommon carrier."
The Commissioner said his comments were speculative and did not
"represent any Commissioner's

views, including my own." Houser
said cable is heading toward an
intrinsic monopoly because of a
tendency for high- saturation systems to merge into a multiple -system complex.
When this happens, the biggest
fear is limited diversity and the result is close regulation. Houser
asks, therefore, why a good alternative isn't complete separation of
software and hardware functions
and less meddlesome regulation.
Since 35 percent of cable operators forced into cablecasting by the
FCC have asked for relief, Houser

wondered if an alternative to

View of the "World's Most Powerful TV Transmitter," a 220 -kW Gates Model
BT -220U, installed at WDCA -TV (UHF Channel 20), Washington, D.C.
Station signed on- the -air March 16, 1971. It may also be the world's longest
nine cabinets take up 25 feet. Unit draws one million watts.

forced programming might not be
a simpler requirement that says the
cable operator merely needs to
lease a channel rather than to fill
it.

The Commissioner cites

a

Brookings Institute study which
showed that the cost to cablecast
programs runs $50 to $100 per
hour including equipment amortization. This might be the basis
for a leasing fee, Houser opined,
and was not out of line with lecture hall rental fees.
If leasing rates were low, Houser
said he could envision, in addition
(Continued on page 8)

June, 1971 -BM%E
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No hangups. No sloppy focus.
No accidental changes.
No bull.
The thing you're looking at is the Spectrum 32 film chain slide
projector. Its made for TV. Strictly.
The logic's all solid state. The optical,
mechanical and electronic assemblies are
modular. They can be unplugged and serviced
without messing up the film chain alignment.
All that makes your job a lot easier.

Each channel has only one mirror surface
and it's set so it never needs adjustment.
The magazines are so finely tuned there's no
change in sharpness as you go from one slide
to another. And if you need speed, they'll flip
one to another in a second.

el

These things make it better. You have two
channels. 16 slides each. The color,
intensity and polarization of each is balanced
perfectly. Automatically. There are soft preview
lights so you can check all slides without
spinning the magazine.

4

a

diaphragm and holder for

neutral density or color correcting filters. You've
got a choice of lenses including 71' and 9" for
multiplexing. Plus inverted 3" and 5" for direct
projection onto a camera tube face.

Lamps have a low-glow Standby Mode.
There's never a big surge current. You get
longer lamp life. There's also a turbine blower
for each lamp. And a blower system that cools
every slide. And an air filter that keeps dust out
of the works, slides and optics.

Warning: you have to pay a little bit less
than you'd expect. You can't buy better.
For all the specs ask your supplier, or contact
Spindler & Sauppe, Inc., 13034 Saticoy Street,
North Hollywood, California 91605.
(213) 764 -1800.

SPECTRUM 32 PROJECTOR
Circle

The lenses are all color corrected, coated

and have

103 on

Spindler& Sauppe

Reader Service Card
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NEWS

Now -IGM

ITFS Relay

continued

Stations Permitted
to community associations, a private group establishing a CATV

Programming Network that would
take advantage of the channels
available.
Houser assumes the operator
would be indemnified against libel
or other similar sanctions.

automation

for $3,000

Hidden Danger In
Common Carrier Concept?

If you've always
thought of IGM
equipment as "too
expensive; see what
$3,000 buys in the
new Model 400:
Six -input capacity
Easy -to- program
"insertion" system
Controls any
remote -type tape
transport or cart

playback
Here's a compact (just 15 -3/4" of
rack height), flexible control system at a minimum price, capable
of meeting the complete needs
of many stations. Quality has not
been sacrificed -the Model 400
offers the same ease of operation as the popular IGM 500 control system and has many of the
same components.

IGM
Tomorrows Engineering Today

P.O. Box 943, Bellingham, Wa. 98225

(206) 733 -4567

Circle

127 on Reader Service

Something of a response to Houser's rumination was presented by
Fred Ford, former NCTA Chairman, who also addressed the Pennsylvania CATV group.
Ford pointed out that implicit
in the common carrier concept is
that while the carrier makes the
facility available to the public for
"communication or transmitting
intelligence of their own design ",
as the FCC puts it, those who do
employ these facilities must compensate the carrier.
Ford said he was worried that
neither the Commission nor those
who claim CATV should be a
common carrier really mean that.
"Actually," Ford said, "they are
referring to a public access channel on a first-come, first-served
basis. at no charge. They also are
referring to other types of contract

carriage, either without

charge or with some form of rate
surveillance. It may very well be
that the official sanction now being given to the allocation of 50
percent of channels for public use
will ultimately force higher charges
to subscribers to finance these services. I doubt that a tax deduction
for the contribution of these services, if allowed, would be sufficient
compensation for this taking."
Ford declared that the CATV
function, including its origination
channels, should not, under any
circumstances, be regarded as a
common carrier. Normally, a corn mon carrier is entitled to some
degree of monopoly protection.
CATV, Ford said, must compete
with translators, satellites, high
powered TV transmitters and even
roof top antennas and, as such, is
a private enterprise which provides
an optional service. Unlike a common carrier, CATV is a high risk
business which depends on venture
capital. The Commission, the industries, and the public must begin
to understand and accept CATV
hybrid
as it is and will become
of many communications services,
in Ford's view.

-a

New FCC rules permit low power
relay stations (translators or
boosters) to relay the signals of
an Instructional Television Fixed
Service (ITFS) station to receiving
locations shielded from direct reception by intervening obstructions. The action (Docket 18940)
amends Part 74, Subpart I of the
Rules.
Under the new rules, ITFS licensees will be able to use either translators or boosters to meet their
needs. Translators retransmit the
originating station's signal on a
different frequency; boosters are
repeating devices that amplify and
retransmit a signal on the originating station's channel.

Compulsory CATI
Origination
Declared Illegal
The Eighth Circuit Appeals Court
has ruled that the FCC cannot
compel CATV systems to originate
programs. Congress never gave the
FCC the authority, Chief Justice
Martin Van Oosterhout wrote in
the decision.
The appeal for relief was made
by Midwest Video of Missouri.
The ruling is considered a surprise
to the FCC and the CATV industry. It is not known at press time
whether the FCC will ask for a
stay or appeal the decision to the
Supreme Court. Informed sources
believe the FCC will take no action
at this time.

IN

BRIEF..

Business: Kleigl Brothers got the
largest single television lighting
contract in their history from the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. Seven new television studios
will get lighting control systems
worth one million
Sennheiser
Electronic named sole U.S. importer of SEAS -Scandinavian
. CCTV, a $90speaker line
million market in 1970, will grow
at an annual rate of ten percent
over the next decade, reaching
$240 million by 1980, according
to the New York based research
firm, Frost & Sullivan, Inc., 106
Fulton Street.
. Ampex International Operations has received
a $450,000 order for its first "turnkey" VHF broadcast television station from Channel 3, LaPampa,
Argentina.

...
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*Revolutionary*
PRESENTING

...

VIDIFONT
World's most versatile

electronic character
display system!

PRODUCED BY ...
CBS LABORATORIES

Vidifont
If Ben Franklin had Vidifont, "Poor Richard's Almanac" would have been on television. It took 200
years,, however, for graphic arts to produce Vidifont. This new generation television display system,
by CBS Laboratories, offers advantages never be-

fore available in the broadcast industry.

*

A choice of several type fonts and sizes.
Exclusive proportional letter spacing.
A unique type font (CBS NEWS 36) that is graphically superior to any being used today.
Upper and lower case characters
Display on command and in real time.
Automatic editing and centering.* Word by word color.
Three speed crawl and character edging.
Flashing and blinking.
And message storing.
Vidifont adds a new dimension to television
display and opens up a whole new area of programming possibilities for your station.

*
*
*
*

*
*

*

*

CBS LAßORATORIES
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.

227 High Ridge Road, Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Circle
June, 1971
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AUDIO FILE:
FOR BETTER IDEAS
FROM AUDIO ENGINEERS

Quieter Sound in the Seventies
From High- Energy Tape
AT THE BEGINNING OF THE YEAR,

one might have been excused for
thinking that iron oxide magnetic
tape was and would be the standard for some time to come. The
much- heralded chromium dioxide
had broken onto the scene, but
nobody seemed to be making very
much of it.
Then, in March, the 3M Company announced High Energy oxide, a cobalt -modified ferric oxide
formulation which Daniel E. Denham, general manager of Magnetic
Products, called a major technological breakthrough.
3 -M said the new formulation
was ready to go into mass production. The reproducibility aspect
was significant for two reasons: 1)
higher coercivity cobalt -doped
ferric oxide tape had been developed years earlier in Germany, but
no one had ever solved the production problem; 2) it was begin-

Material
Gamma Iron Oxide
Cobalt -doped iron oxide
Chromium Dioxide
Cobaloy
Ideal Magnetic Particle

ning to look like chromium dioxide
couldn't be readily manufactured
and furthermore the tape was incompatible with the standard oxide
brands-bias and equalization
would have to be different. 3 -M's
cobalt -doped High Energy tape,
on the other hand, could be played
on tape recorders with both a
higher signal output and a better
signal -to-noise ratio. At the same
time, tape wear and head life was
the same as that for iron oxide.
This is important because chromium dioxide is considered a more

abrasive product.
The new High Energy tape looks
like it will prove most valuable in
the video field (tape speed would
be cut to 71/2 ips with the same
quality of recording normally obtained at 15 ips, for example), but
audio cassettes can be better too.
Because of the greater output
at all frequencies, 3 -M said the

Coercive
Force
in Oersteds
300
600
400
1,000
1,000

This new BM /E department belongs to audio engineers-only.
Your ideas will make it, your
interest will sustain it. Here's
what we expect Audio File will
contain:
A forum for audio engineers
to exchange problems and solutions.
A growing compilation of the
most effective audio practices
in the industry.
Tips for the man who wants
the right equipment for the job;

Saturation
Magnetization
EMU /cc
389
355
490
980
1,500

Relative
Magnetic
Energy
6,750
8,700
9,800
31,600
47,500

who won't accept the inadequate, won't be taken in by the

superfluous.

opinions -ours
yours -on controversial
subjects in the industry. And
your frank evaluations of equipment and practices affecting
your work.
These are our goals-and
we'll need your help. Write:
Audio File, BM /E Magazine

Forthright

and

820 Second Avenue
New York, New York 10017

dynamic range of audio tape could
be improved from 2 dB at low
frequencies to 6 dB at the high end.
"High Energy'' is not to be confused with 3 -M's "Extended
Range" cassette-also recently
announced. The Extended Range
tapes use a low-noise oxide and
binder system that provides, according to 3 -M, better head-totape control, an extended frequency range and reduction of
flutter and wow.
Both the High Energy and Extended Range cassettes, which will
hit the market late this month or
next, will have a micro-thin protective treatment on the back side
which greatly reduces scattering of
the wind, the primary cause of
cassette jamming.
Enter Cobaloy

-3X better

3 -M gained important publicity
for its modified cobalt material,
but one month later, a young computer tape manufacturer, Graham
Magnetics Inc., of Graham, Texas,
came along and said cobalt-doped
oxide tapes and chromium dioxide
formulations were only minor improvements. Graham's Cobaloy has
coercivity of 1000 oersteds compared to iron oxide's 300, chromium dioxide's 400 and cobaltdoped oxide, which has 600. The
Cobaloy magnetic particle is a pure
metal, not an oxide.
Cobaloy offers high magnetizing
strength in smaller single particles.
Thus the density of information
can be increased in the case of
computer tapes or the speed reduced in the case of audio tapes
meaning longer playing times.
Graham says a one-hour length
of tape made of Cobaloy can be
played for four hours.
On the other hand, the size of
the cassette could be reduced while
still maintaining a full hour of
playing time. (The slow speed also
affects video -the standard onehour tape reel can contained a
four-hour show.)

-

(Continued on page 40)
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And then Comm/Scope

Comm /Scope goes
to great lengths to
produce Alumagard
coaxial cable.

o

offers you Alumagard
in short lengths.

Like 2640 running feet of cable.
Without seams. To do it requires a
building over half a mile long. To give
you Comm /Scope quality, there are
other requirements, too. Constant
monitoring keeps diameters precise.
Continuous checks keep physicals and
electricals up to critical standards. And
every reel is 100% sweep- tested before
shipping.

Like 1650 feet. 1Jade- to- maasure for usual
amplifier sca::ing with little footage left over
No waste. No scrag. No problem.
Specify Alumagard " coa.dals. You get a
written 5 -year guarantee. Comm /Scope goes
to great leng -is to make Comm /Scope quality
something special.
For informGton and prices, write or ccl

COMM /SCOPE
CORPORATION
P.

0. Box
A

Circle

105 on Reader Service

Card

240e.

Hickory, North Carolina 260_

PhDne 704/328 -5271
E UERI JR CONTIN ENTAL COMPANY

Warehouse locations: San RMfae!, California; Dallas, Texas; Tampa, FloridE
Seattle, Washington; Shrills Ford, North CE rolina; Las Vegas, Nevada.
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'
uncovered
we've
two conrac
color
onitors
with
a lot
in common
aHA,,..
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wrr,ar,..

,..

Conrac Model
KHA 19 - $1400
($75 more for 25 ")

with
Both are solid state units
characteristic Conrac quality.
Both are ideal for their respec-

tive applications. Both are

designed for the professional
broadcast engineer. Yet one
other
sells for $1400 and the
off you can see why
covers
$2700. With their
it counts, there is a
at a glance. Inside, where diodes, 113 transisdifference between them of 25 That difference is
tors and 10 circuit boards.
one a high -quality
design refinement which makes rigid broadcastfor
professional unit well suited other an excellent
the
studio requirements, and
audience or client utility monitor for less stringent
room use. The two complementto do. Compare the
depends upon what you
we mean.
photos above. You'll see what

t

CoN

R AC
CORPORATION

o
600 No. Rimsdale Ave.
Circle

106 on Reader Service

Covina, California 91722

(213) 966 -3511
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INTERPRETING THE
&

REGULATIONS

Responsibility in Programming
The recent brouhaha over the Commission's pronouncements concerning broadcast licensee responsibilities to review records before broadcast
-especially as they relate to drugs-highlights a
troublesome area for many broadcasters and the
Commission. A look at programming, censorship,
and the obligations of broadcasters and the Commission is appropriate.
Censorship and Programming

At the heart of the controversy is the pronouncement of the United States Congress embodied in the Communications Act. Specifically,
in Section 326 of the Act, Congress has stated,
Nothing in this chapter shall be understood or
construed to give the Commission the power of
censorship over the radio communications or signals transmitted by any radio station, and no
regulation or condition shall be promulgated or
fixed by the Commission which shall interfere with
the right of free speech by means of radio communication.
While it is clear that the Commission may not

censor material broadcast by stations, it is equally
clear that licensees are responsible for program
material broadcast over their facilities, except, of
course, for statements made by political candidates.
In its 1960 Programming Policy Statement'
the Commission noted that broadcasters are required to program their stations in the "public interest, convenience, and necessity." Therefore,
despite the Congressional restrictions on censorship and First Amendment freedoms of speech, a
broadcaster's freedom to program is not absolute.
As the Commission has declared,
The licensee is not a bookstore, but a public trustee
of an inherently limited resource who is fully responsible for its operation in the public interest.
*

*

*

It is nonsense to assert that the licensee can be
indifferent to [the responsibility of material broadcast over his facilities]. If a person approaches a
station to buy time to attack his neighbor, or simply
to let loose a torrent of vile language, he will not
be presented'

But Commission restraints on materials that
may be broadcast must be carefully circumspect.
The Commission's role as a practical matter, as
well as a legal matter, cannot be one of program
dictation or program supervision. As Supreme
Court Justice Douglas noted,
The music selected by one bureaucrat may be as
offensive to some as it is soothing to others. The

RR 1901 (1960).
2. FCC 71-428 (released April 16, 1971).
3. Public Utilities Commission v. Pollak, 343 U. S. 451.
4. 20 RR 1901 at 190'7.
5. Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 395 U. S. 367.
6. Banzhaf v. FCC, 405 F. 2d 1082, cert. denied, 396 U. S. 842.
7. National Association of Theatre Owners v. FCC, 420 F. 2d 194,
cert. denied, 397 U. S. 922.
1. 20

news commentator chosen to report on the events
of the day may give overtones to the news that
pleases the bureaucrat but which rile the .
audience. The political philosophy which one radio
sponsor exudes may be thought by the official who
makes up the programs as the best for the welfare
of the people. But the man who listens to it . .
may think it marks the destruction of the republic.
Today it is a business enterprise working out
a radio program under the auspices of the government. Tomorrow it may be a dominant, political
or religious group.... Once a man is forced to
submit to one type of a program, he can be forced
to submit to another. It may be but a short step
from a cultural program to a political program...
The strength of our system is in the dignity, resourcefulness and the intelligence of our people.
Our confidence is in their ability to make the wisest
choice. That system cannot flourish if regimenta-

...

tion takes hold.'
Frederick W. Ford, then -Chairman of the Fed-

eral Communications Commission, noted in 1960
before a Senate Subcommittee that,
When it comes to questions of taste, unless it is
downright profanity or obscenity, I do not think
that the Commission has any part in it. I don't see
how we could possibly go out and say this program
is good and that program is bad. That would be
a direct violation of law.'

More recently, the Courts have provided further insight into the Commission's authority to
dictate program fare. The famous Red Lion case
makes it clear that the public has a right to listen
and view without intervention or restraint by Congress or the Commission.
It is the right of the public to receive suitable access
to social, political, esthetic, moral and other ideas
and experiences which are crucial here. That right
may not constitutionally be abridged either by Congress or by the FCC.'

The Courts have also indicated that where
speech is to be banned from the airwaves, it must
be banned with precision so that the ban will not
have a "chilling effect" beyond its scope. The
Court of Appeals, in two separate cases, has
warned the Commission accordingly:
There is high risk that [public interest rulings relating to specific program content] will reflect the
Commission's selection among tastes, opinions and
value judgments, rather than a recognizable public
interest. Especially with First Amendment issues
lurking in the near background, the "public interest" is too vague a criterion for administrative
action unless it is narrowed by definable standards."
*

*

The Commission must be cautious in the manner
in which it acts; regulations which are vague and
overboard create a risk of chilling free speech . . .°

An examination of the foregoing reveals several salient aspects of the Commission's authority
relating to programming, as well as to broadcast
licensee's responsibilities. First, the Commission
may not censor nor dictate program material
under the strict provisions of the Communications
Act and the First Amendment, unless generally
recognized exceptions to censorship apply: for exJune, 1971 -BM /E
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We've dot
o

P17X30B2

your lens i

Broadcast or CCTV, manual or motor, 1" or 1/ "
plumbicon or 1 ", %" vidicon- Canon's almost
sure to have just the size and performance you
need, plus extra features you can't afford to

This lens is most suitable for telecasting in dim
light conditions, providing ideal pictures for field

pass up.
There are good reasons why the big names use
Canon lenses when they build their cameras
and it's not just price or range. It's also to get
the optimum in clear, sharp images for any
TV need.
Check our new pride, for example: Canon
TV Zoom Lens P17X30B2. Even with a zoom
ratio of 17X, the relative aperture at maximum focal length is F2.5 (440- 500mm).

Here are a few examples of the whole
Canon line.

events in huge open areas like race tracks and

athletic fields.

-

manual

aervorizeuomuranecu

P17X30B2
P10X20B4
plumbicon P10X20
1""
PV10X16
plumbicon PV10X15B
V10X15R(DC)
V10X15
V6X16
V6X16R(AC/DC;
1"vidicon V5X20
V4X25R
V4X25
(AC/DC, EE:
J10X13
W' vidicon JßX13S
J4X12
11/4"

At 30 -440mm it's an impressive F2.2.

For 1" vidicon cameras, try the
Canon fixed focal length lenses;
they range from 100mm to 13mm.

Professional 16mm movie photography takes on a new simultaneous sound recording dimension
with the Canon Sound Scoopic
200 ( 200 ft. film magazine).
Sound Scoopic 200

CANON U.S.A., INC.: 64 -10 Queens Blvd., Woodside, New York 11377, U.S.A. (Phone) 212 -4785600 CANON OPTICS & BUSINESS MACHINES CO., INC.: 3113 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,
California 90005, U.S.A. CANON AMSTERDAM N.V.: Gebouw 70, Schiphol Oost, Holland
CANON LATIN AMERICA, INC.: Apartado 7022, Panama 5, Panama CANON INC.: 9 -9, Ginza
5- chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104, Japan
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HIGH ENERGY

High Energy is more than a mere step
forward. A giant leap ahead in magnetic
technology, it brings you video tape
that will actually make possible dramatic

future developments.
With a totally new oxide formulation,
"Scotch" Brand "HE" delivers greatly
increased signal -to -noise for new
brilliance in color definition, new contrast
and clarity. Plus third generation
duplicates equal to or better than
today's best masters.
Yet "HE" achieves this new peak of
performance with full advantage of other
3M improvements. No increase in
abrasivity or head wear. Fully compatible
with your present equipment, it's ready
for you now for special applications
and critical mastering.
But a word of honest advice. For most
applications, "Scotch" Brand No. 400
quadruplex tape still offers you the best
performance value. Plus the only
use -proven back treatment for longlife
protection against contaminants,
against static buildup, against
handling damage.
Get all the facts about "Scotch" video
tapes for today -and tomorrow. Contact
your "Scotch" Brand representative
or write Market Services, Magnetic
Products Division, 3M Center,
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101.
scarCX,

ample, obscenity, profanity, indecency, programs
inciting to riots, programs designed or inducing
toward the commission of crime, lotteries, and the
like. Second, it is the broadcast licensee's duty to
furnish program material attuned to the "public
interest, convenience, and necessity." Common
sense guidelines generally apply; indeed, most licensees would not broadcast program material
falling in the above -mentioned censorship exemption categories.
Yet, in spite of the supposedly clear guidelines
set forth over the years, certain unique situations
may arise where the ambiguity of Commission
pronouncements are brought into disturbingly
sharp focus. The most recent example of this concerns the Commission's policy statement regarding
broadcast licensee responsibilities to review records before broadcast.
The Drug Records

On March 5, 1971, the Commission released
its Public Notice concerning Licensee Responsi-

bility to Review Records Before Their Broadcast.8
The Commission noted that they had received a
number of complaints concerning the lyrics of records played on various stations relating to the use
of drugs. The avowed thrust of the Notice was to
"simply" notify licensees that they must make a
judgment whether some of the records played on
their stations "tended to promote or glorify" the
use of illegal drugs, and that stations could not follow a policy of playing such records without someone in a responsible position (i.e. a management
level executive at the station) knowing the content
of the lyrics. The Commission ominously declared
that,
Such a pattern of operation is clearly a violation of
the basic principle of the licensee's responsibility
for, and duty to exercise adequate control over, the
broadcast material presented over his station.
It raises serious questions as to whether a continued
operation of the station is in the public interest . . .
(Emphasis supplied.)

The reaction of the industry was quick in arriving. Like the proverbial scatological material
caught in an implement for creating a current of
air or a breeze, the Commission received a fallout
of abuse. "Stations Told to Halt Drug-Oriented
Music" and "FCC Bars Broadcasting of Drug -

Linked Lyrics" were the newspaper headlines of
the day. One of the more well-reasoned reactions
was a Petition For Reconsideration filed by the
Federal Communications Bar Association (an association of some 670 attorneys specializing in,
or having an interest in, communications law).

The Association posed several pertinent questions to the Commission in its Petition, including
the following:
Does a song "tend to promote or glorify the use, of
illegal drugs": (1) only if it contains explicit advocacy of such use, or does a song fall into that
category if it does no more than describe in a
favorable way a person's sensations on using
drugs ?; (2) if it expressly advocates repeal of laws
making the use of drugs illegal? (If so, would the
Commission view adversely the broadcast of such
a song but view differently an interview with a law
enforcement official or doctor who favored the
repeal of certain laws against the use of drugs ?);
(3) if it is viewed by a part of the audience as
favorable to the use of drugs and by another part

IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF 314 CO.

Magnetic Products Division

31!!

8.

FCC

71

-205, March 5, 1971.

(Continued on page 48)
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COST EFFECTIVE IDEA

Up Your Power

by Spencer Smith

Without Increasing ,Size
Of Transmission Line

Channel 61, Cleveland, is supplying power 100% without
having to resort to waveguides. Station is simply replacing
existing 6 -inch coaxial cable with a gas -filled coax line
using Freon HFE gas. Lower band U's, and all VHF and
FM stations as well, can handle power without
increasing diameter.

COAXIAL TRANSMISSION LINES

filled with an ap-

propriate dielectric gas are ideal for UHF applications. Gas-filled coaxial lines with outer conductor diameter of only 6 -1/s in. are carrying 120 kW
of power on all UHF channels. A typical installation from transmitter to antenna consists of about
1000 feet of line made up of 20 -foot sections.
The theory is you increase power transmitting
capability by increasing the diameter of the coaxial line. In practice, however, you can increase
line size only to a certain upper frequency limit.
After that frequency is reached, a larger diameter
conductor will no longer efficiently transmit
power. For example an 8 -in. coaxial line will not
operate efficiently above 730 MHz due to moding.
Consequently the television station owner
transmitting in the high UHF frequencies has but
two courses of action open to him:

To increase power output from 60 kW to 120 kW,
Channel 61, Cleveland, is replacing the 6- 1/8 -in.

coaxial transmission line shown here with a new
6- 1/8 -in. line using "Freon" HFE coaxial cable gas.
The HFE line means an increase in power output with
no additional increase in size or weight and no effect
on wind loading of the tower.

Go to a waveguide system.
Use a coaxial line filled with a dielectric
gas.
The latter is the preferable approach because
of power considerations and lower costs. Gas,
such as Freon HFE, transfers heat away from the
inner conductor at a greater rate than does air or
nitrogen, allowing the cable to carry more power.
What's the problem with waveguides? They're
bulky, fragile and difficult to work with. They also
distort easily because expansion and contraction
bring fluctuations in power transmitted. In addition the waveguide's configuration and size, affect
the wind loading of the tower. This would preclude the use of certain towers and increase the
cost of a new tower. This is also true, to a lesser
degree, of a larger -size coaxial conductor.
Some operators have used parallel coaxial
lines in conjunction with split feed antennas, but
in addition to the tower wind loading problem,

Spencer Smith is an engineer with Dielectric
Communications, Portland, Maine. This article
is adapted from a presentation made at an editorial
conference sponsored by Du Pont.
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you have the problem of keeping the electrical
link of the two lines identical due to differential
expansion. This detracts from the quality of the
television picture.
Will any gas work? We have found Du Pont's
HFE coaxial cable gas to be the ideal. This gas
has the ability to transfer heat away from the
inner conductor at a greater rate than other gases
(it's 2.13 times more effective than nitrogen);
thereby maintaining low inner conductor temperatures with increased power handling ability. If
this heat is not transferred away, the power transmitting effectiveness of the line is impaired. In
addition, HFE gas, because of a high dew point,
prevents the oxidation of the surface. When oxidation occurs, a resistance to power flow is developed.
The HFE gas, which is very low in oxygen
content, prevents oxidation of the outer surface
of the inner conductor and makes it possible to

The HFE coaxial transmission line for a typical run
of about 1000 feet is less expensive than dry-type

or waveguides.

transmit approximately 100% more power than
would be possible with air. No other gas, including nitrogen, can do the same job. Consequently,
using this gas as a dielectric, you can conduct the
same amount of power in a 6- 1/2-in. line as you
can with an 8 -in. line- except of course that the
8 -in. line would not work efficiently above 730
MHz. Stations above Channel 56 would not be
able to use greater than 6- 1/2-in. line.

Antenne

Coaelel Gas Stop

_

4.

Special Consent
Lone

Power increase without equipment changes

If the owner of a television station wishes to
increase the power output of his station and
doesn't have the money to build a new tower or
cannot increase cable size because of frequency
limitations, he can do so by using HFE dielectric
high power coaxial transmission line. If you remove the heat away from the surface of the inner
conductor 50% faster, you can handle 50%
more power on the line -that is what we are doing
with HFE.
This benefit can be translated into dollars
and cents. The approximate installed cost per 100
feet of 6- 1/2-in. HFE coaxial line is $2625. A
hundred feet of installed 8 -in. line would be approximately $4080, while installed waveguide WR
1150 with dimensions of 11 -1/2 by 5 -N in. costs
$3000 per 100 feet. The waveguide can handle
more power, of course, but most present needs
have not exceeded the average limit of the HFE
system. (Operators are finding that 120 kW
means an electric bill of $5000 -6000 per month.
To get only a 3 dB increase in gain requires
doubling the power-an expensive proposition.)
These savings can be quite significant when you're
talking about 1000 feet, the average installation.
Given these savings then, along with the advantages I have outlined to you, you can see why
one of the larger television stations, Channel 61,
a Kaiser Broadcasting Station in Cleveland, has
purchased from RCA, and is currently installing,
the new HFE dielectric high power coaxial transmission line. The changeover will simply replace
the 6 -in. line now in place with our new 6-in. line,
and the result, of course, is to double the power
June,

. Slob Elbow

Transmn2r 6uilr5n,

_1
Gas

Control

_

1

Conte,

Inter

NFE lone
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Con rol

Coastal Gas

Stop

Diagram of

a

transmission line using dielectric gas.

output with no additional increase in weight or
size. Channel 61, which is paralleling a second
60 kW RCA transmitter to its present unit, will
end up with a total output of 120 kW.
A pressure of five to ten psig will be maintained on this line, and a flow meter will be used
to monitor excessive leaks. To do this we will use
three 95 -lb cylinders -one and a half to fill the
line and one and a half as spares to maintain the
pressure. The cost of the gas is minimal. If serious leaks develop (say as a result of someone
shooting the line full of holes with a .22 rifle),
an air compressor is automatically started and
power is reduced-you stay on the air.
We at Dielectric Communications can see potential applications with VHF and FM as well as
UHF where a larger line would lead to the need
for a new tower or excessive costs in other areas.
[Ed. note. Dielectric Communications' products
BM /E
are available exclusively from RCA.]
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on our side.
It's the most important play of the game. But it's in the stadium's shadow, where no color camera can capture all the
color and action of the scene. The one that comes closest
is RCA's TK -44A, the best color camera on the market.
Now the grass is still greener, and the action clearer,
on our side.
We've developed a three -part
Extended Sensitivity and Scene
Contrast Compression option for
the TK -44A that cuts the amount of
light the camera needs in half. So color
and action in dark areas stand out.
Our Scene Contrast Compression circuit picks detail and color out of shadows
without compromising quality in the bright
areas. It's as easy to operate as the contrast

control on a television receiver.
The option also includes bias lighting that drastically reduces lag. It can be turned on or off with one switch. No
other adjustments are necessary.
With lag minimized, our RGB coring technique removes high- frequency noise, so you can use
more video gain at low light levels and
still get full video output.
We started by making the best color
camera. The TK -44A. Now we're offering you a new option that makes it
even better. We want the grass to be
greener on your side, too.

RC,'

Circle 109 on Reader Service Card
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Promising
Ne w Approaches
To Color

Correction
A variety of equipment is popping up to make that on -air

color picture of consistantly high quality, manually
or automatically. But film variations can fluctuate so widely,
automation of some sort must be used. Question is,
who feeds the computer -the source or the broadcaster?

WHEN TV PROGRAM MATERIAL comes from a va-

riety of sources, including both studio and onlocation recording, color balance is a problem.
This is largely because of varying ambient light
conditions.
Films are especially troublesome. Films made
up of different scenes often introduce abrupt color
changes. Some films may be low in chroma, others
are too dense, still others lack color fidelity. Color
tracking problems resulting from the different
color sensitivity of R, G and B pickups for light
and dark scenes also lead to poor pictures.
The TV industry has lamented these film telecasting problems for years. Some gains have been
made.
Viewing condition standards have been set
so that when a film is previewed it will be
seen in ambient light conditions that are
similar to TV viewing.
Projection lamps with a color temperature
of 5400 K have been set for 16mm film,
and new print releases assume this is the
standard temperature.
Eastman Kodak has come up with a color
reference slide made of Inconel that doesn't
show color shift with age.
Standard set up procedures have been established for telecines. Optics have been
checked out to make sure variations aren't
introduced by the telecine itself.

Illumant D -6500 has been set as a color
temperature standard for color monitors.
Procedures for matching color monitors
have been worked up.
Most of these gains have been recorded in
BM/E (see July, 1970 issue). Cameramen and
film processing labs have become aware of the
limitations posed by TV and they now correct the
product more carefully.
But additional correction factors are often
needed. There are several equipments on the market to improve the film product. ABC -TV recently
surveyed the field and in light of what was found
came up with a new system approach as a solution.
Rather than every broadcaster previewing film
and making up cue sheets for manual on -air paint ing-an expensive procedure rarely followed
why not, reasoned Mike Fisher and Ed Rheingold
of ABC, have one central viewing source for all
telecine film? An expert colorizer man could view
the product and make corrections for telecine that
could be stored on punched tape. Then this correction tape could be shipped with every film. I
the correction tape was played simultaneouslAl
with the film, near-perfect television pictures
would result every time.
The answer to the just -posed question "why
not ?" is another question. Who is going to pay for
the expert and the correction code? Technically

-
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Clyde Smith, CBS Labs engineer and co- invenfor with John Neeck, assistant chief engineer at WPIX -TV, New York, who
was first to use new CBS automatic color corrector on- the -air.

-in

fact, most of the elethe system could work
ments of the system are around, as ABC found.
Before tackling the latter question of who, let's
look at the equipment surveyed by ABC plus two
others that didn't exist until recently: the CBS
Automatic Color Corrector and the CMX Systems
Company film tape editor.
The first solution to the problem discussed by
Fisher* was "Chromaloc." Chromaloc is an elaborate film correction system devised by Teletronics International, a leading videotape production
house in New York City. Film to be corrected is
inspected and metal foil tabs are placed at every
scene change. The film is then loaded in a telecine
that has been modified to stop at every tab.
A video operator colorist using a master electronic control panel integrally wired to the film
chain corrects each scene on the film. He has eight
operating controls: channel gain and black level
control for each of the three color channels and
the luminance channel. There are nine groups of
these eight -correction controls. He corrects the
first scene to his satisfaction, or that of his client,
using group one controls. He then runs the projector which stops at the next tabbed scene. If a
different correction than that set for group numMike Fisher, ABC, looks at results of using CBS color corrector (located
above monitors). ABC uses remote controls.

'Most of the material that follows is taken directly from a paper
presented by Mr. Fisher at the SMPTE Winter Television Conference, San Francisco, January 1971.
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ber one is necessary, he rotates his memory selector switch to correction group two, makes the necessary corrections and proceeds to the next tab
where this procedure is again repeated.
A later scene may require the sanie corrections
as an earlier one. By dialing the same correction

How The CBS Color Corrector Works
The CBS color balance corrector handles composite video signals and may be installed at any
point in the signal distribution path. In essence,
the Color Corrector puts back into the hands of
the operator black level, gain and gamma controls
for the three coloring channels equivalent in
function to those he would use on a live or

telecine channel.
The program signal is not encoded, but is
sampled, correction signals are derived, and
error correction signals are vectorially added to
the original.
The Color Corrector modifies only the chroma
components of the encoded program signal. No
corrections or changes are made to luminance.
This compromise between theoretical perfection
and practical economic implementation results in
negligibly small luminance and /or saturation
errors. (Automatic inclusion of luminance corrections to accompany chroma adjustments can
be theoretically incorrect in some cases.)
The incoming signal is split into two paths,
Fig. 1. The main signal patch has separate output amplifiers for preview and program with
each capable of having the correction signal
switched in or out. In the second patch the
signal is decoded and demodulated, the correction signal is generated and remodulated, and
with appropriate blanking, is fed as a correction
vector back into the two output amplifiers.
A block diagram of the signal processing
channel for one color axis is shown in Fig. 2.
The R -Y demodulator has a low frequency Y
signal added to it to generate an R signal which
is applied through a 2:1 voltage divider to one
side of a difference amplifier while the other side
is supplied from a potentiometer. With the potentiometer in mid -position, the difference amplifier is balanced and no correction signal is
generated. Movement of the potentiometer causes
either a positive or negative red correction signal
output which is rematrixed with the inverted Y
signal to form an R -Y input to a modulator fed
in parallel with the same subcarrier used for the
demodulator. Use of the same carrier phase for
modulation and demodulation ensures that small
drifts in phase will not cause serious errors in
the correction signal. The blacking correction
signal is generated similarly and added to one
input of the difference amplifier.
In the actual device, the difference amplifier
potentiometer combinations have been replaced
by
double -balanced variable -gain
transistor
stages. This circuit permits DC control of correction signals making remote or computer control

group number into the memory several times, a
preset memory of a large number of events can be
accommodated while using only nine correction
groups. Once the corrections are made, the film
is rewound and the system put into the "run"
mode for recording on video tape. The film goes

installations easy. Another advantage of DC control is that it simplifies the cross -connection of
gain and black level controls so that the addition
of black level correction does not upset white
balance in the signal.
The block diagram of the gamma correction
circuit is shown in Fig. 3. A linear signal is
applied to one side of the difference amplifier
and a signal with the same peak-to -peak level but
a slightly modified gamma of about 0.8 is applied
to the other side of the difference amplifier.
Thus a significant output from the difference
amplifier is present only during mid -level signals.
This difference signal, after passing through another double -balanced variable -gain stage, is
applied to the correction modulator. Only blue
and red gamma correction controls are provided;
green gamma is retained as an operating reference.
The Color Corrector may be operated in a
constant white or masking mode in which operation of the controls affects only color information
and does not upset gray scale balance. This is
done by removing the Y signal from both the
demodulator and modulator matrixes and inserting a diode in the R -Y correction signal patch so
that only red quadrant information is affected
and not the cyan quadrant. The blue and green
channels are similarly designed. The automatic
color balancing attachment is designed to remedy
color errors introduced by films made with low light levels. (Apparently the practice in optical

printing is to vary intensity of the printer light to
produce scenes with low -light levels. This corresponds to a gain change in TV, thus upsetting
otherwise optimized flesh tones.) The remedial
circuit works on the principle of pulling out
chroma in the low light areas of the picture.
Note that this action is fundamentally different
from simply removing chroma in the low light
areas! The block diagram for doing this is shown
in Fig. 4 for the R -Y channel. The incoming Y
signal is put through a low pass filter and into
a level detector set to produce an output signal
with video below 7% of peak white. The level
detector actuates a sample and hold gate which
is fed from the R -Y decoder with the signal polarities so arranged that the output signal operates
the Color Corrector black level control to generate a correction vector which cancels out the
black level chroma.
The automatic film balance circuit also incorporates another Y level detector which operates when luminance is above 95% to null out
chroma in the white levels (by means of another
sample and hold circuit). In this manner, the
signal can be automatically balanced for both
white and black levels.
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Rank Precision Industries' Auto -Colorgrade system shown at the International Broadcasting Convention in London last September and at NAB in
Chicago this past March (BM/E, May, page 40).
This equipment is installed between the television
camera and the encoder. The correction system

through the projector and at each tab the memory
automatically inserts the rehearsed correction. Because of the memory provided in the unit, several
video tape masters may be made having identical
characteristics.
The second innovation discussed by Fisher was
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employs a remote control panel, which has either
three joysticks or nine calibrated controls. The
film projector is fitted with a shaft encoder or
frame counter.
The correction for a sequence is made on the
control panel. This is stored when the "Record"
button is pressed. The film is run to the end of the
sequence requiring that correction. The correction
is then entered into punched tape, together with
the film frame number. This process is repeated
through the whole film, and all the corrections recorded on punched tape. The tape and film are
then rewound and restarted. The correction information automatically controls the unit. Because of
the use of frame counting, the projector may be
run backwards. Fisher noted that the unit needs
no preparation of the film before use and that
corrections are unlimited due to the use of a
punched tape memory.
ABC observed that a compact cassette tape
memory, such as that made by The Davco Manufacturing Company of Morristown, New Jersey,
could be used in place of punched tape. The features of the Davco system are a unique tape time
code, which allows the encoding or decoding of
corrections in either forward or reverse, and an
unlimited memory.
Fisher's rundown then discussed the CBS
Labs manual color converter, the NTSC Color
Corrector. The corrector takes a single -wire NTSC
encoded video input, and provides a corrected
NTSC video output. The corrector works on the
chrominance or color information in the picture
by adding or subtracting color subcarrier information. This color information is applied through

CMX 600 permits easy editing and assembly of film. After assembly
correction factor can be entered before recording on tape.

appropriate circuits to give the effect of normal
color television camera controls. The controls provided are: color gain for the red, green and blue
channels, black level control for the three color
channels, gamma corrections for red and blue,
channels, and saturation (chroma) gain. (See
Box, How the Color Corrector Works.)
Tests at ABC, Fisher reported, demonstrate
that the range of correction provided and the parameters that can be corrected are quite suitable
for film operation. This unit may be easily
switched from one film chain to another. It is
simply added in series with the video output.
At the time ABC made its survey, Ampex had
just introduced a unit with an electronic memory
for performing a limited number of pre -programmed corrections. The unit is called the
ACC -1 and incorporates the CBS Labs NTSC
Color Corrector. As such it permits any user to
avail themselves of a system capability similar to
that developed by Teletronics. Cost is approximately $25,000.
In March of this year, subsequent to Fisher's
survey, CBS Labs announced the Automatic
NTSC Color Corrector, Model 6000, which seemingly would obviate the three -step need for preview, storing a correction and then a subsequent
replay with correction factor added. The automatic color corrector does indeed take a wide variety of inputs -camera, tapes and film -and can
process them in sequence without the viewer ever
noticing color balance shifts. The corrector maintains balance by maintaining a white level at 95 II
IRE units, and black at 5 IRE units. In other
words, it will take care of shifts. What it will not
do automatically is put in color corrections that
did not exist in the original material (though that
can be done with the manual corrector mode).
Another solution to color correction that appeared on the scene this March is the CMX
Systems Company's CMX-600 system editor. Although this unit (BM/E, May page 46) was designed as a cost -cutting editing assembly tool, its
storage features will permit color corrections to be
entered frame by frame. The final program assembled is on disc packs. In one more pass, color
corrections and balance can be entered.
These post corrective approaches are not entirely dissimilar to color optimization steps that
could be taken by film laboratories to prepare
material for broadcast.
Fisher points out that the first step used by
labs is to analyze the preprint film. Most labs use
the Hazeltine Color Film Analyzer for this purpose. These units use flying spot television scanners to produce a kinescope picture. The operator
is provided with correction controls which are calibrated in printer values. At a scene change, or
where a printing correction is required, he punches
an index or timing notch in the film near the
sprocket holes. He then adjusts his analyzer correction controls, matching his color television
monitor to a projected subjective reference slide.
The settings of the controls are translated into a
punched paper tape. He repeats this process of
June, 1971 -BM /E
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notching the film and recording the corrections
until the film has been corrected.
The film is then run together with the punched
tape through a printer. The tape controls the position of color filters in the printer, which corrects
the preprint material for the manufacture of the
first trial print. The trial print is then screened

and, if necessary, several trial prints will be made
until the client is satisfied. At this point, a release
print is delivered to TV broadcaster.
Fisher says the shortcomings of lab timing
may be outlined as follows: The process is limited
to overall density and color corrections. There is
no practical method to correct gamma or color

Progress Report: JCIC Ad Hoc Color Television Study Committee
(Extracted from

a

presentation by K. B. Benson at the NAB Convention)

Since its formation a little over two years ago, the
Ad Hoc Color Television Study Committee has conducted investigations of the causes of variations in
color television reproduction over a broad front covering every link in the television system chain from
picture generation to the home reproduction. What
follows are highlights of some investigations which
have been completed and progress in some of the
other more significant studies currently underway.
Over -the -air transmission. Data gathered by the
Transmission Subcommittee (under the chairmanship of W. C. Morrison of RCA) from test signal
transmissions in Chicago (over three transmitters
to eight antennas and tuners, two of each of four
different locations), revealed significant deviations
in hue and saturation despite the fact that the television system was operational within applicable FCC
specs. (Details were reported in BM /E, December
1970.)
The principle cause of the excessive channel -tochannel hue variation measured was one transmitter wherein the reference burst was shifted to phase
(although within FCC specifications) with respect to
color information in the picture. The need to tighten
the burst -to- chrominance phase tolerance is clear,
and is recommended. This task has been taken up
by EIA BTS.
That saturation (chrominance -to- luminance ratio)
errors were excessive is not surprising. The specification on frequency response, by itself, permits excessive station -to- station variations. In addition to
this, evidence was found that the prescribed method
for measuring frequency response does not give an
accurate indication of chrominance- luminance ratio. This shortcoming is ascribed to the failure to
detect significant changes in the luminance signal.
Luminance changes result from differential gain
errors and from quadrature distortion in RF amplitude detectors as well as from frequency response
errors. The differential gain characteristic, as usually stated, cannot be combined with the frequency
response characteristic to yield an actual chrominance- luminance ratio. It appears that the saturation characteristic is not only loosely specified but
that saturation variations are concealed by the fact
that the actual saturation characteristic is seldom
measured.
The saturation situation is further complicated
by receivers which use the burst to sense saturation
errors. Objectionable variations were found in the
burst -to- chrominance ratio in switching from station to station. As was the case with hue, this was
principally due to one transmitter with an error in
burst amplitude.
It is clear that the specification on characteristics
affecting saturation -linearity (differential gain)
and frequency response -need to be unified to
prevent tolerance build -up. This is recommended.
Furthermore, if color burst is to continue as a
chrominance amplitude reference for receivers, it
is evident that a joint effort with receiver designers
is needed to determine the additional tolerances
that may be required. This too is recommended.
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Compliance with specifications would be more
easily ascertained and maintained if the blanking
interval specification utilized a burst with the finite
rise time which must in fact be present.
The findings of the Transmission Committee
have been turned over to EIA and IEEE for determination of specifically what is required in the way
of tighter tolerances and improved testing procedures.
Cable television transmission. As a fall -out from
the Transmission Subcommittee field tests, an examination of CAN systems was conducted by another subcommittee under Norman Penwell, former
engineering director of NCTA. Highlights of this
investigation show that the wide -band portion of a
properly designed, installed and operated cable system apparently is not a significant contributor to
color non -uniformity. However, if for example cutoff filters of the system introduce phase or amplitude errors, color errors can occur on channels at
the band -pass limits. Investigation also indicated
many receivers are misaligned and the AFT circuits
do not perform properly. Another major problem is
the inadequacy of the r -f baseband conversion
equipment. This subject along with the questions of
quadrature distortion and chrominance /luminance
distortion is being taken up by a subcommittee
chaired by Mr. Rhodes of Tektronix.
Video signal processing. R. L. Pointer's committee of the NAB studying video signal processing
amplifiers, has found that improper adjustment can
introduce significant variations in color, and more
importantly, improper operation of video tape equipment. Equipment manufacturers have been given
a guide for direction in design improvements.
Colorimetry study. First, the Colorimetry Subcommittee, under the chairmanship of E. P. Bertero
of NBC, has studied reproduction fidelity under
varying conditions of scene lighting color temperature, camera signal matrixing, receiver phosphors,
and receiver adjustment. (See April 1970, SMPTE
Journal.) The subcommittee is now working on a
single procedure for operating personnel to assure
the day -to -day uniformity of color rendition.
Recommendations of the EBU Ad Hoc Committee on Color Television Primaries for standardizing
phosphor is under study by the subcommittee.
Color monitor set -up. A subcommittee of the
SMPTE Television Committee on Color Monitor
Set -up, chaired by Grayson Jones, is developing
standard procedures for uniform adjustment of this
very important part of the video system.
Optimum receiver balance. D. Zwick of Eastman
Kodak is conducting an investigation of the effect
on viewer satisfaction of different values of white
balance for the home receiver. The present practice
of the home receiver being balanced to 9000K or
higher is not compatible with studio practice and
may be a significant factor in accentuating variations in color.
Conclusion. Cory erted efforts of the Ad Hoc and
others promise to bring about a significant improvement in color quality for the home viewer.
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diagram shows what
could be done at film lab.
Rather than send a print
without corrections to the
broadcaster, NTSC encoding
could be put on a separate
tape. If this happened, the
three functions that a broadcaster performs (dashed -line
boxes, bottom diagram) could
be eliminated.
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tracking. The process depends upon the judgment
of the operator without reference to actual broadcasting conditions. The broadcaster screens and
accepts the release print. Ideally, the process
should stop there, but many corrections necessary
for the television system cannot be made by simple film lab correction of color balance. Mid -range
color errors, such as green faces, cannot be corrected on a printer without introducing new color
errors elsewhere. Mid -range values (color channel
gain), and background values (color channel
black level) are all available for adjustment on a
telecine camera chain. To make these adjustments,
the broadcasters must preview the film and must
expend a large amount of costly effort to optimize
it for television which is costly both in studio time
and equipment required for rehearsal. What
Fisher and Rheingold see as a solution to avoid
rehearsals and previews is a scheme whereby the
film lab produces a NTSC encoded signal at the
time they produce the color coding for the master
print.
Right now the signal producing the picture
viewed on monitors are non -standard. This could
be converted to NTSC. Thus the Color Video Analyzer concept could be applied to an NTSC color
corrector. If the film lab colorist was provided
with a few additional controls, he could correct
for broadcast any errors noted in the trial print.
If the film lab then encoded these corrections into
a recording (either punched tape or audio cassette), the recording together with the first trial
print could be delivered to broadcasters. The film
could be played directly on the air by simultaneously playing the recorded correction information. The film could be marked by a notch or tab
or a frame counter could be used.
Hazeltine has shown the feasibility of the system by interfacing their analyzer out with an
NTSC encoder.
If the ABC proposed system would be endorsed by the film labs, the other networks, the
O &O's and the group broadcasters, it could come
into being. The labs would buy the encoders and
correction recorders; the broadcasters would modify their telecines and buy tape players.
Better quality news documentaries and feature films originated by the networks was ABC's
original interest. Obviously, the system, once operative, could be applied to program material
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coming from independent sources. It could apply
to commercials.
What are the prospects?

ABC has described and demonstrated the system fairly widely. What is the reaction? Fisher
says the film labs are cautious. Their reaction is,
how many encoded-correction productions will
you buy from us-can we recoup our investment
in encoders, recorders and in personnel to make
the correction decisions.
John Kowalik of MovieLabs does not favor
his company making the investment. He recommends an alternative: Let the networks set up an
independent lab to screen all films, make judgments or corrections and encode the correction
tapes. Kowalik reasons if the improvement is
worth it, the networks can capitalize the scheme.
NBC has reviewed the proposal technically
and Ed Betero says he has sent a report to his
management. Betero could not elaborate on his
reactions except to say all parties involved will be
very cost conscious. Somebody has to pay the man
to do the color correcting-the further upstream
this is, the better. "We shouldn't have to invent
rubber gloves to handle contaminated products,"
Betero said, philosophically. Films could be produced that need little or no corrective action. Betero says NBC will send a product back to the lab
if the quality isn't as good as it should be. This is
okay for documentaries because time would generally permit it. It wouldn't work for daily news,
but then such correction is pretty much the broadcaster's internal problem. The broadcaster would
have to preview and encode
luxury procedure
that is not normally followed.
CBS is rather reluctant to commit itself. For
one reason, it was a joint sponsor with Memorex
of the CMX -600 system. The first unit has been
installed in the CBS Television Studio Center in
Los Angeles.
Although the unit was designed as an editing
tool, it can be used to process color corrections.
A large built -in memory (computer disc packs)
is part of the system and an operator has direct
access to any frame or scene. Rehearsal is extremely easy. The final product has to be tapeunless one were to additionally use the $120,000
3 -M electron beam recorder -printer, Chromabeam, to convert from tape to 16mm film. BM /E
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AIM= Tax .Savings For You
By Mark E.

Battersby

Painless belt- tightening in the tax field can help
management hold the financial line in these lean and
hungry times. New tax rules can save your station money
if you know how to use them to best advantage.

mind
from now on. But unlike most tax rules, this one
can mean a tax savings for you. Unlike the 1969
Tax Reform Act and the repeal of the 7% investment credit, these new rules announced by President Nixon can save you money, not to mention
increasing your cash flow, freeing capital and providing incentives to modernize your operations.
The new rules are called the Asset Depreciation Range (ADR) System. Remember the name.
You're going to be hearing a lot about it.
Very simply, the ADR System provides assets,
repeals the "reserve ratio test," and, finally, adds
an optional method for computing the amount of
depreciation which can be taken in the first year.
Sounds basic enough! In actual practice these
new rules are expected to reduce business taxes
by $2.6 billion this year and by an estimated
$4 billion by 1976. Imagine the results of increasing your firm's annual depreciation deduction
by 20% -plus increasing first -year depreciation
write -offs from an average of one -half of one
year's depreciation, to an average of three- fourths
of a year's depreciation!
Unfortunately, these new rules may be unlike
most tax regulations in that they save you money,
but still contain the familiar limitations and restrictions. The biggest of these is that the new
Asset Depreciation Ranges cannot be used for
real estate. But, you still have equipment and
assets which may be depreciated using the ADR
System.
THERE'S

A

NEW TAX REGULATION to keep in

Optional asset lives
The heart of the new ADR System is the
creation of new, but still optional, lives for your
assets. Rather than being rigid guidelines such as
the ones still in existence, these new lives are in

o

the form of ranges. Based on the existing Guideline lives the new Asset Depreciation Ranges are
not more than 20% shorter nor 20% longer than
the Guideline lives.

Mark E. Battersby is a tax consultant in Ardmore,
Pennsylvania.

June,
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To illustrate, transmitter equipment presently
has a Guideline life of 10 years. Under the new
optional ADR System you could select a life for
your particular equipment anywhere between 8
to 12 years. And once selected, that life will be
accepted without question by the Internal Revenue
Service.
As mentioned, election of the ADR is optional.
You are still permitted to determine the life of
your assets based on your own experience, or to
use the Guideline life. Also optional, regardless
of the method you use to determine the life, is
the method you choose to depreciate your asset:
Straight -line, double -declining balance, sum -ofthe- year's digits, or any recognized method of
depreciation is acceptable.
If you do elect to use the ADR System for
some assets purchased during a year, you must use
it for all assets placed in service during that year.
Of course, you may elect a different basis for determining asset lives in subsequent years, but with
ADR it's all or none for an entire year. For this
purpose, all assets subject to this election will be
required to be accounted for in item accounts or
in multiple -asset accounts by year placed in service (vintage accounts).
If you choose the ADR System for assets
placed in service, it will apply to both new and
used assets. The depreciation period of the used
assets, as well as of the new assets, must be
within the Asset Depreciation Range for such
assets or classes of assets, but need not be the
same if the new and used assets are placed in
separate depreciation accounts.
An exception will be made where the basis
of used assets exceeds 10% of the total basis of
all assets placed in service in the year; in such
cases lives for used assets may, at your election,
be determined without regard to the Asset Depreciation Ranges.
Similarly, the cost of rebuilding, rehabilitating
or repairing an asset, to the extent that such cost
must be capitalized, must be accounted for in a
separate vintage account for the year in which
the rebuilding, rehabilitation, or repair is corn-
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pleted and cannot be added to the original vintage
account for the asset. This type of account is
treated in the same manner as used assets.
If a 20% increase in your annual depreciation
write -off isn't enough for you-there is also the
new "modified first -year convention."
Modified first -year convention

In the past, taxpayers were offered a special
"half -year convention" under which they were
permitted to deduct one-half of one year's depreciation for any asset purchased during the course
of the year.
With the modified first-year convention you
will now be permitted to deduct a full year's depreciation for any asset purchased in the first half
of the year, and one -half a year's depreciation for
all assets purchased in the second half of the
year.
In other words, assuming that new assets were
put in service in equal amounts at various times
of the year, the most anyone could deduct before
was 1/2 of one year depreciation. Under the new
rules the maximum, again assuming equal purchases in both halves, is three -fourths of a year's
depreciation.
But remember, this option is only available to
you if you elect to use the Asset Depreciation
Ranges. And again even though the former half
year conventions and the new modified first -year
convention are available once you elect the ADR
method you can only elect one for a given year.
The next year you may elect to use another
method of computing your first year's depreciation; but like the ADR's, once you elect to do it
one way for some assets, all assets purchased in
the year must be treated in the same manner.
Reserve ratio test
In the past, depreciation was generally complicated by an involved test for proving that the
depreciation reserve for assets in a guideline class
bore a reasonable relationship to the basis of
those assets.
This test has been eliminated for taxable years
after December 31, 1970. Thus if you have
elected to be examined under the test and satisfied
the requirements for all taxable years ending before January 1, 1971, you may continue to use
the prescribed Guideline lives for all subsequent

Composite over -all life of broadcast equipment
Transmitter equipment
Studio control equipment
Speech input equipment
Antenna equipment

to 12
to 12
to 12

yrs.
yrs.
yrs.
9'/2 to 111/2 yrs.
Towers
8
to 12
yrs.
Studio furniture & fixtures
51/2 to
81/2 yrs.
to 18
Office furniture & fixtures
12
yrs.
Pipe organs, pianos, etc.
8
to 12
yrs.
to 5
yrs.
Television equipment
3
Facsimile equipment
4
to 6
yrs.
These figures are based on the preliminary Asset Depreciation
Ranges released by the U.S. Treasury Department, applied to
the general categories of assets applicable to the broadcast
industry.
8
8
8

years without application of the reserve ratio test.
So the test has now been eliminated from almost all consideration.
Effects of ADR

In general, depreciation of an asset is computed from the date you acquire it. However,
under existing rules a "half -year convention" is
applied in many cases, whereby all assets acquired
during the year are considered as acquired at the
mid-point of the year. Under the new ADR System, you will be given the option of selecting a
new modified first -year convention under which
all assets acquired in the first -half of a year are
treated as being acquired on the first day of the
year, and all assets acquired during the second half of the year are treated as acquired at the
mid -point of the year. The following example
illustrates the impact of this change.
Assume that on May 1, 1971, Smith Communications, a calendar-year corporation, which is
in the habit of purchasing equipment at various
times throughout the year, acquires new microphone equipment costing $1,000. Under the
Guidelines, microphones have a depreciable life
of 5 years.
a At present, under the double declining balance method of depreciation, Smith's deduction for a full year would be 40% (2 X 20 %) of
the cost of the equipment, or $400, but under the
existing half-year convention used by Smith Communications, it's first year deduction would be
only $200. The tax savings in the first year would
be $96 (48% tax rate X $200).
b Under the ADR System the depreciable
period would be shortened from five years to
four years. Thus, Smith's double declining balance
depreciation would increase to 50% (2 X 25 %)
for a full year or $500. Under the half -year convention its deduction would be only $250 (1/2 of
$500). The tax savings in the first year would be
$120 (48% X $250).
c In addition to shortening the depreciable
period, the ADR System also modifies the first
year convention. Since Smith Communications
bought the equipment before July 1, 1971, it is
treated as having acquired the microphone equipment on the first day of the year. Therefore, the
first-year deduction under the ADR System will be
increased to $500. The 1971 tax savings would
be $240.
The 1971 tax savings under the ADR System,
as illustrated in c, is approximately 21/2 times the
saving a taxpayer can obtain under existing rules,
and twice the saving it would have obtained if
only the depreciable period had been shortened
without changing the first year convention. In
terms of net cash flow in the first year, the purchase of the microphone equipment under the
ADR System illustrated in c requires a net firstyear cash expenditure of only $760, while under
b it requires $800, and under existing rules- illustrated in a
requires $904. The same results
would follow for any asset purchased between
January 1 and June 30.
BM /E
.
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BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT
Audio equipment

New and significant

Dynamic noise filter reduces noise
in tape, disc, FM by varying bandwidth in response to music. At low
levels attenuation is 25 dB at 30 Hz
and 22 dB at 10 kHz. At high levels
freq resp is flat within 0.2 dB from
20 Hz to 20 kHz. THD typically
.01% at +18 dBm. Chassis accommodates up to 4 channels. BURwEN
280
LABS.

Audio delay system has no moving parts, employs analog/ digital
circuits to store program material. Up to five separately controllable outputs from single input; adjustable in 5 ms steps to
320 ms max. S/N ratio is 60 dB,

Quadraphonic encoder converts four

channels into two. Model 7445

Stereo-4 Encoder processes quad material into compatible two-channel
material for FM, tape or disc. Listeners using companion decoders receive four channels; others get two.
Requires no changes in bandwidth or
standards for FM broadcast; currently in use by 26 U.S. stations.
281
$795. ELECTRO- VOICE.

Phone-line equalizer is compact, producing response comparable to
broadcast quality at receiving end,
Phone-Tatch II can be used with
any standard telephone, for voice or
music, in studio or field. CAnnco.
282

Video equipment
Zoom lens for CCTV, CATV cameras has 15 -150 mm range, /12.5
rating, motor drive for remote -control operation. Mark XB-1 has color corrected optical system, uses lowvoltage dc motors. Control box uses
four D cells, with three switches for
zoom, irising, and focus. ZooMAR.
287
Studio /portable lighting, Feather -Lite
Soft Lite, is rated at 4000 W, weighs
30 lb. Compact construction includes flat back for easy stacking.
Accessories include Booster Barndoor
which increases intensity up to 40 %,
and C-clamp pipe mount. $259.95.
288
BERKEY-COLORTRAN.

o

Color picture monitors have 300line horizontal resolution, 2% V and
H linearity, 2% HV regulation. Automatic dc restoration by keyed
clamp, instant -on picture through
standby power-ready circuit. Setchell-

Carlson 25 -in. Model 5MC914,
$1195; 19 -in. Model 9MC914,
$1095. SC ELECTRONICS.
June,
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freq resp -±2 dB 20 Hz to 12
kHz, THD and IM below 1%
for line -level outputs. Delta -T
Model 101 system has balanced
in and out, 20 dB extra gain.
$3192 for basic unit. GOTHAM
AUDIO.
275

CATV programming use. AGC
action may be disabled, unit
used as line amplifier with 26
dB gain. $145. Ill ELECTRONICS.
276

Color TV projector, Eidophor
Model EP -7, provides screen

brightness of 4000 lumens,

brighter than 35 -mm motion picture projectors. Pictures up to
73 X 54 ft, viewable by up to
35,000 persons. New color Eidophor has automatic color registration, is all solid -state, has 800line center resolution. Contrast
ratio at least 100:1, video bandwidth 15 MHz ±3 dB. Useful
for large audiences, or as rear screen for studio production.
Electronic keystone correction
allows projection angle of +10°

Video AGC amplifier accepts
composite video from 75 -ohm
or high -Z source in range 0.4 -4.0
V pk -pk, delivers constant 1.5
V pk-pk output to 75 -ohm load.
Freq resp ±0.5 dB to 20 MHz;
60 -Hz squarewave has less than
5% tilt. Model IT -334 Video
Leveler designed for CCTV or
v.DkOtEYfìE011

a

rawEft

Film camera is 16 -mm self-blimped
model with magnetic sound- stripe
system. Sound Scoopic 200 has automatic through -lens metering,
12.5 -75 mm f/2.5 zoom lens, over shoulder recording amplifier with
AGC and rechargeable nickel -cadmium battery which handles up to
2000 ft of film on charge. Package
includes headphones and microphone, battery charger, gelatin filter
holders. CANON.
284
Video switcher is compact (19 X
X 51/4 in.) has eight inputs
101
from either composite or non -composite sources. Has program and
preview busses, A/B mix /effects
busses, key, mat, and mix, wipe, and

1971 -BM /E

to -20 °. $129,300, Manufactured by Gretag Ltd. (Switzerland), distributed by TNT COMMUNICATIONS.
277
split-screen. Rack or console mount.
BALL BROTHERS.

285

Color picture monitor uses Sony
Trinitron CRT for easy setup with
only four front -panel adjustments.
Has different screen phosphors than
home- receiver Trinitrons. Chromaticity closely matches CCIR/ PAL
and Canadian practice, with reference white at 6500 K. Has detented,
variable controls for chroma gain,
chroma phase, contrast, brightness,
to permit displaying NTSC specified
picture. Has three modes: automatic
color in presence of burst; forced
color with or without burst; monochrome (no chroma, increased luminance bandwidth) . TEKTRONIX. 286
3,
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Tape gear

DITCH WITCH

'71...

Cassette recorder kit includes handheld parabolic microphone for long distance pickup in field or studio.
Astro -Mike kit includes Model 2393B
cassette player/ recorder, microphone,
reflector, blank cassette, batteries.
BELL & HOWELL.
293

THE NEW R40

-

Ir

Power, Maneuverability...
plus Unmatched Versatility

Studio console helical VTR has conveniences usually found only with
quad machines: pix and waveform
monitors, audio monitor amplifier
and speaker, video display switcher.
Model 4190 console includes Model
900 VTR, with Model 4102 time
base corrector available as accessory
to meet FCC color standards. Second
head is playback monitor during recording. $14,000 basic price. IVC.
294
Audio cartridge playback machines
are multiple deck, have provision for
remote control, automatic sequencing are available in mono or stereo
versions. INSTA -TAPE Div. AMPRO.
295

..

THE NEW DITCH WITCH R40
"Mr. Versatility" of the trenching industry. You get a choice of single, double, or offset digging booms,
front- or rear -mounted vibratory plow, a new hydraulic boring attachment,
a newly- designed front- or rear -mounted backhoe, and a revolutionary
design option
selective front or rear power steering. A 37 -HP air cooled engine provides the power to trench up to 2,000 FPH at depths
to 6', widths to 12 ". Operator can vary the hydraulic travel speed in.

-

dependently of the four mechanically-selective digging chain speeds,
plus reverse, to tackle all trenching situations. Other design advantages include four -wheel drive for traction and maneuverability, unmatched operator convenience and safety, superior visibility and easy
maintenance. The Ditch Witch R40 provides the power of a big machine
and the maneuverability of a compact. Your Ditch Witch Professional is
ready to demonstrate for you today. Just name the time and place!

;

yeggionals

New Front- or Rear- Mcunted Vibratory Plow

Portable reel -reel audio recorder has
three speeds: 71/2, 33,4, 17/s in. /s.
Model 11 is available in full- and
half-track versions, takes 5 -in. reels
with cover closed, 7 -in. reels with
cover open. Has three heads for
erase, record, playback; speaker or
headphone monitoring. Uses batteries, has ac adaptor. TANDBERG.
296

VTR accessories speed duplication
of spots and short program segments.
Model VBL-1 Bin Loop Adaptor
eliminates rewind time. Used on master recorder in place of supply and
takeup reels, consists of four-minute
loop that plays continuously, while
dubs are made on second machine.
$6950. Duplicated tape is placed on
ATD -1 Tailoring Device, which
winds each program segment onto
takeup reel or cassette hub, cuts and
codes tape for beginning and end of
tape sensing. $14,050. AMPEX. 297
Multicart audio tape playback systems are available in mono, stereo
versions. Model RT-16 contains six
playback decks; RT-26 is 12 -deck
unit: Both use solid-state logic circuits, no relays, have self-sequencing,

random sequence, status -lighted
pushbutton control. Heavy-duty synchronous motor; redundant solid state plug -in circuit boards. RCA.
298
Division of
Charles Machine Works. Inc.
100 Ash Street. Perry, Oklahoma 73077
A

Selective Front or Rear Power Steering

Wireless -controlled cassette recorder
includes AM /FM receiver. Model
2613 features wireless control of tape
.

A

Full Line of Professional Trenching Equipment From

Circle

110 on Reader Service

7

-HP to 65-HP

Card
June, 1971 -BM /E
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Free loan- for-trial.
Free repairs for the first two years,
no matter what happens.
Plus a lifetime guarantee.

We're very confident. But then we've been offering all this for years!
OA careful study of guarantees can
tell you quite a bit about a company.
And that's why we're so proud of ours.
For instance, every E -V Professional-line
microphone has a 2 -year UNCONDI-

TIONAL warranty against malfunction;
regardless of cause. Even accidental
damage is covered, no questions asked.
All absolutely free -except one-way postage. And for a modest charge we'll even
hide the scars!
But that's just part of the story. Every

¡fill IIII I11 Ili

Electro -Voice microphone is also
guaranteed for the life of the unit to be
free from factory defects in workmanship
and materials. To show you we're really
serious, we've printed the entire guarantee
below. There's no finer in the industry.
How can we afford such liberal
guarantees? By making products that have
served for decades as the yardstick of
reliability in studios throughout the world.
And by creating designs that really solve
your sound problems, day after day.

IêIIIIIIIIItIIIIIIIIIIêIêI1
WARRANTY

III 111 _

Electro -Voice Professional Broadcast and Recording Microphones are guaranteed unconditionally against malfunction for two years from date of purchase. Within this period
Electro -Voice will, at its option, repair or replace any E -V Professional microphone exhibiting any malfunction regardless of cause, including accidental abuse. This warranty does
not cover finish or appearance. Also, every Electro -Voice microphone is guaranteed for
the life of the microphone to be free of factory defects in materials and workmanship, and
will be repaired or replaced (at our option) at no charge if exhibiting malfunction from this
cause. Microphones for warranty repair must be shipped prepaid to Electro- Voice, Inc.
or its authorized service agency, and will be returned prepaid.

411181.

4111111.

;711,1111111111,11111111111,1111111111111111111110;

Which brings us to our other unusual
offer.

Did you know that most Electro -Voice
distributors will loan any E -V Professional
product to responsible firms for trial
without cost or obligation? You can
make every test you want under actual
working conditions. And in the rare event
that you aren't satisfied, just return the
unit. Your distributor then exchanges it
for fresh stock from us. No cost to either
him or you. We've found this simple
system helps you choose the products that
really solve your problems. And we're
happy to help.
A great guarantee and a time -tested
loan- for -trial program. Plus a broad line
of professional products that fit almost
every studio need. We wouldn't want to do
business any other way.
ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 611 EM,
614 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107
In Europe: Electra- Voice. S.A., Lyss -Strasse 55,
2560 Nidau, Switzerland

gier.-3/07eczia

high fidelity systems and speakers tuners, amplifiers, receivers public address loudspeakers
microphones phono cartridges and stylii aerospace and defense electronics

Circle

I

I

I
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a GULTON subsidiary

new
cinematic
techniques
for TV

motion from microphone which may
be some 30 ft from recorder. Also
has audible end -of -tape alarm, battery or inbuilt ac power with automatic recharging, AFC on FM, tape
counter. $139.95. CRAIG.
299

Transmitters and
accessories
Linear amplifier is rated at 100 W
peak visual power in UHF service.
Model TOA -100A uses long -life ceramic planar triode type TH -328.
Front -panel metering includes plate
current, plate voltage, filament voltage, bias voltage, peak visual power,
aural power, reverse power. May be
supplied as amplifier, or with exciter
as 100 -W translator. EMCEE. 300
Ice -detection device senses ice formation on antennas, rather than simply triggering at 32 °F. Detector may
be located up to 2000 ft from control unit, which will operate antenna
heater circuits. Model 871 -CB is unaffected by coatings of water, oil,
grease, or dirt. CYBRIX.
301

Bursting circle wipe

Animated ladder wipe
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Animated psychedelic wipe
More than 50 sophisticated
electronic wipes and

transitions
Enjoy the competitive edge
in your market with these
exclusive production
techniques.

AM frequency /modulation monitor,
type BW -50, has 100% negative
peak indicator independent of calibration procedures. Companion
BW -60 RF amplifier permits use at
remote -control point. RCA.
302
Microwave TV link is available for
fixed broadcast TV relay in 12.713.2 GHz band, also as portable for
remote TV broadcast and CATV live
program origination in CARS band.
System includes 4 -ft antennas, radornes, 100 -ft control cable, RF heads
and control boxes ready for 4 -in.
pipe mounting. Typical useful range
with substantial fade margin is 10
miles. MA -12C is one -way simplex
system; two-way duplex available.
MA -12C price, $5400. MICROWAVE
ASSOCIATES.
303
Vacuum capacitor is suitable for
medium- and high -power transmitter
use. Type VC1500 ratings are 1500
pF, 130 A, 15, 20, or 25 kV. Overall length 93/4 in; copper -to -glass
seals are 41/2 in. DOLINKO & WILKENS.

Write or call: 812/332 -7251.

SARKES TARZIAN, INC.
Broadcast Equipment Division
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

Circle
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The NEW
SKY NEEDLE
Installed for FM
Station KFIG.
Eye -pleasing design. High
Strength Tubular Steel.
Low Wind Resistance.

Telescopic or fixed design,
available in heights up to
100 feet.

Try - TRI -EX for your
next installation.

304

Dummy loads for VHF or UHF
handle 20 or 10 kW. Moduload load
resistor modules take up five cubic
feet, terminate 50 -ohm systems with
VSWR of 1.1 from dc to 1300 MHz.
Available with 31/2 in. EIA flanged
or unflanged input. $3300 for 20kW model, $2300 -$2350 for 10 -kW
model. BIRD.
305

E x®
TOWER CORP.
7182 Rasmussen Avenue
Visalia, California 93277
Circle
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KDAL-TV moved out to move up

to full color.

"The timing was perfect," says Ron
Lund, Director of Photography for the Duluth station.
"Management had already decided to move the entire
station to a new building, and this fits our plans for a
whole new photo department- complete with color
processor.
"The Kodak ME -4 process gave us the flexibility we
needed to stay on top cf color news and sports. Now
we can do more, and do it faster. We've had film come

in at 9:15 P.M., and had it on the air for the 10 o'clock
evening news. And we've had tremendous community
response to our documentaries. We've shot everything
from an anniversary of a forest fire to loca sports fishing.
"And it's paid off in other ways. We process quite a
lot of commercials and industrial films. And we've installed the Kodak Silver Recovery System to add a little
more to the profits.
"Color quality? Just great! And we've had excellent
results with Kodak's packaged chemicals. In short, we're
just glad we moved when we did."
Want to know more about the advantages of ME -4
or mini ME -4 processing? You don't have far to go. Just
cal your nearest Kodak Representative at one of the
numbers below And make your move.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY ATLANTA:

Sob Baker 404/351Dick Potter 312/654-5300 /DALLAS: =rank Reinking 214/
35- -3221 /HOLLYWOOD: JoFn Woner 2 3/464-6131/JEW YORK: Bill Reddi _< 21'2/262 -7100/SAN FRANCI 3CO: Joe Semmel maycr 415/776 -6055

65.0 /CH CAGO:
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the new
mcmartin consoles

CATV

gear

Equalized splitters are available in
three models. ESM -2 has two equalized outputs; ESM -3 has three;
ESM-D is directional coupler with
one flat and one equalized output.
Split trunk and feeder cables with
inbuilt equalization, and has attenuation characteristic similar to cable.
C -COR.

306

Trencher is compact, has simple hy-

drostatic drive control. Model
M -147H digs 3 -5 in. wide, down to
30 in. deep, at speeds up to 20 ft/
min. A 16 X 42 in dozer blade attachment permits backfilling. Blade
angles 30° left or right. Has 14 -hp
engine, two -wheel disc -type brakes.
307
VERMEER.
The new 8 -mixer McMartin consoles feature outstanding flexibility, ease of operation and clean -cut styling.
All modules are plug -in. Up to 27 inputs may be ac-

commodated. Highest quality components, including
maintainable step -type attenuators, are used.
Typical program circuit program specifications are:
0.5 dB frequency response; distortion of 0.5 %, 20 to
20.000 Hz; and signal -to -noise ratio of 74 dB for all
models. Full cue, intercom and monitor facilities are
standard.
Mono, stereo or dual channel models are available.
The new McMartin B -800 series consoles deliver performance, operating flexibility and are priced right.
Circle
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MONAURAL

$2,350.

B -801

STEREO
B -802

$3,200.

DUAL CHANNEL

$2,650.

B- 803

For details, contact:

Broadcast Product Manager

McMartin

(I à(/(i((( ti ii irtrlu.vlrir.v. irtr.
rur.;
n,,rrrm str,,r
fNnr,/rt,. Pbr'r,.,-lfrt riFi(U;-'

nr
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Demodulator covers VHF channels
2 -13 with 75 -ohm input (5 -50 mV)
and 50 -ohm input (50 -500 mV). Outputs include two separate 75 -ohm
video outputs, one high-Z envelope
detector output, audio. Alarm indicates video output loss. Freq stability
of local oscillator -!-.002% from á °308
50°C. TELEMET.
All -channel inline taps are designed
for indoor or outdoor use. F -1412
has 12 dB isolation; F -1416 has 16
dB isolation; F -1426 has 26 dB isolation; F -1436 has 36 dB isolation. All
housed in aluminum die castings, designed for surface mounting. JER-

309

ROLD.

ETV modulator for local origination,
furnishes visual and aural carriers on
any VHF or sub -band channel. Crystal controlled. Model ETM -171,
310
$575. FUNG ENGINEERING.
Especially for powerhouse voices, for

Test gear

demanding PA applications, and for lectern
use in churches and

Cable fault locator locates high- or
low- resistance faults in power and
communication cables with accuracy
of -±0.5% of cable loop length; indicates faults up to 200 megohms.
Small, portable, battery- operated,
with high -Z solid -state null detector,
10 -turn calibrated balance control,
zero -center meter. JAMES G. BIDDLE.
311

schools. At $54.50,
Sony's ECM -21 cardioid

condenser microphone
tops dynamic mikes
selling for as much as
$125. Find it hard to

believe? Visit your
Sony/Superscope dealer
for details or write:
Mr. Carl Mason,

Six -digit counter displays 5 Hz to 32
MHz in six time bases. Model 2726
makes single and multiple period

Sony/Superscope,
8150 Vineland Ave.,
Suri Valley, Calif.
91352.

measurements plus frequency ratio
referenced to 1, 10, 100 or 1000
cycles of base frequency. Internal
crystal clock insures accuracy of
.001% over range of 15 ° -55 °C.
$575. SIMPSON.
312

SUPERSCUPE

©1971 Superscope. Inc.

Interference locator covers 540 kHz
Circle

I
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The Gnat 3M
Video Magic Show
Y

r
\

It's no song and dance.
you're processing video signals, you've
got enough to do without worrying about
the equipment. So at 3M we've reached
into our repertoire and come up with a
handful of reliable video products that
work like magic.
The first trick out of the bag is the
helical VTR dropout compensator. A
combination dropout compensator,
ultra-stable processing amplifier, AGC
and automatic chroma level control,
it corrects, cleans up and stabilizes
If

helical VTR signals.
Next on the bill is the only dropout
compensator made that provides proper
color and luminance replacement for
quadruplex VTR's. The 3M system eliminates white and color flashes, color
mismatches and grey-out values, while
maintaining full video stability and color
interlace even through multi -generation

o

dubs. An interface kit for your VTR and a
test tape are free with your order.
The perfect partner for either of the
above units is the 3M dropout profile
recorder. Operating on -line, it records an
hour of playback on a 5" chart for evaluation at a glance. Tapes too degraded to
use for new program material can be
stored along with a permanent record of
their performance. The recorder includes
a built -in calibrator and remote control.
Our color video encoder works its
magic by supplying a standard NTSC
color signal from any 3- or 4- channel
camera, low- priced or high- priced. Its
unique all- digital color bar generator is
exceptionally accurate yet never needs
adjustment, while its just -as- unique
video input clamping eliminates low
frequency hum and noise. Other circuits
provide sharper, crisper pictures,
improved color fidelity and automatic
green channel luminance in monochrome.
And as our last act (for now), there's

our 10- channel bridging video switcher
with audio -follow. Frequency response is
0.25 dB to 10 MHz, low frequency tilt
is under 1% and isolation is 52 dB at
3.58 MHz. Both the center conductor
and video ground are switched, so connections are easily made and one switching has no effect on other switchers
looped to the same input. Routing
switchers up to 10 x 20 are readily
assembled.
That's the 3M Video Magic Show.
We've had to be brief, so why not contact
us for the details? In the meantime, you
might like to know that in spite of the
high performance, we're more than
competitively priced.
And if that's not magic, what is?
Mincom Division, 3M Company, 300
South Lewis Road, Camarillo, California
93010. Telephone (805) 482 -1911.

VIDEO PRODUCTS

Mincom Division
Circle

116 on Reader Service
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to 220 MHz in six bands, has sensitivity of 2µV or better for 5% meter

The Audienck
Expander

deflection over range. Portable, battery- operated Model 600A has corn bination rod and VHF dipole, directional loop antenna. Has output (RF
level) meter, speaker, headphone

jack, external meter jack.

SPRAGUE.

313

Transmission simulator

combines

FM /AM signal generator with sweep
generator. Covers 10 kHz to 510
MHz in 11 ranges. Each range may
be swept over entire span and full
modulation facilities retained in
swept mode. MARCONI.
314

Digital impedance meter makes up
to four measurements per second
with 1% basic accuracy, displays
four digits of R, L, C and dissipation
factor. Measurements cover, in seven
ranges each, 0.1 pF to 200 µF parallel C, 0.1 µH to 200 H series L, and
1 milliohm to 2 megohm of R. $1050
(bench) $1080 (rack). GENERAL
RADIO.
315

Acrodyne helps open your "gray zones"
to full, clear reception with

the
PaceSetter T-130 U/ u
TV Translator
100
watts output

SOLID -STATE RELIABILITY
achieved by military- oriented

component selection
THREE YEAR WARRANTY
based on design and
performance assurance

FIELD PROVEN POWER TUBES
that coast for hours and hours

COST-CONSCIOUS
MODULAR CONSTRUCTION
The T -130 costs you less to

buy-operate--maintain

Separate AGC's on Visual and
Aural Carriers maintain your

proper aural /visual power
ratios

FOR A FULL PICTURE of Acrodyne TV Translators

ac/-ody/-7a
tr'ies

I-

il

7

-fill out and mail the

coupon today!

/I-7C

L.J

Commerce Drive/Montgomeryville Industrial Center/
Montgomeryville, Pa. 18936/215-368 -2600 /TWX 510 -661 -7265
21

Gentlemen: Please send full information on the Acrodyne T -130 TV Translator.
Name

Position

Affiliation

State

Zip

Prime Interest Area

1820M-BME

Circle
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Test -oscillator card covers 20 Hz to
15 kHz in one sweep, or five selected
frequencies from 20 Hz to 15 kHz.
Frequency may be remotely controlled. Model 692-OSC is one of
INTEGRA II card series for Fairchild consoles. Output level is +10
dBm, distortion 0.2% max. FArRCHILD SOUND.
317

SCA receiver has been redesigned
to 5% lower price. TR-66B crystal controlled FM/ SCA receiver incorporates combined RF /IF /SCA
printed-circuit board which is interchangeable between TR -66B and previous TR-55 FM -SCA tuner. Sensitivity is 1.5 µV for 30 dB quieting,
3.0 µV for complete limiting. Mc318
MARTIN.

Lettering/ marking device die -cut s
letters in sequence from continuous
pressure- sensitive tape. Leteron Tape signer enables lettering most surfaces
with type sizes from 5/16 to 1 1A

Address
City

Waveform generator produces normal sine, square, triangle, plus/ minus
sine, plus/minus square, plus/minus
pulse, haversine, and other waveforms. Model 125 Lin -Log Multi generator has dual output amplifiers,
each with individual function selection, 80 dB attenuation, two generators, 1000:1 internal or external voltage- controlled frequency, frequency
ranges of 0.1 Hz to 5 MHz and .01
Hz to 1 MHz. $795. EXACT ELECTRONICS.
316

in. high. LETERON DIV. REYNOLDS

319

PRINTASIGN.

Card
June, 1971
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Miscellaneous

Operating remote control?
Be safe and sure with the

Programmer /switchers for

CCTV,
CATV are solid -state and compact.
Model 8V4FER color switcher provides mix, wipe, fade, cut, super,
take, insert, title, key and matted
title control plus six adjustable and
reversible split screen patterns. Has
six sync, two non -sync inputs. $4995.
Model 7V3FER is low -cost switcher
with five sync, two non -sync inputs,
six wipe patterns, internal /external
keying, mix /effects preview. $1995.
Made by Viscount Video (Vancouver, B.C., Canada), distributed by
289
AMPEX.

NEW! ALL .EUT0 --o-Tala RF
AMPLIFIER FROM WILKINSON!
Features of the Model TRF

1A:

VERY LOW DISTORTION AND CARRIER SHIFT

BROAD GAIN' CHARACTERICTICS
EXTREME STABILITY
EXCELLENT SELECTIVITY
ULTRA LINEARITY

TV prompting system consists of
dual- camera multitransport readout,

modified video monitors, and

through -lens viewing. VideoPrompTer system will transmit information
type on conventional or multilingual
typewriters to one or more monitors
placed directly on or off camera.
290
Q -TV.

For complete details write:

1931 MacDADE BLVD.
WOODiLYN, PA. 19094

ELECTRONICS, INC.

Spotlight is rated at 1000 W, has 18°
field angle, throw distance of 60 ft.
Model 1357/6 is designed to be used
with tungsten halogen lamps. $145.
291
KLIEGL.

Daylight filters for film news cameras are said to give better results
with Ektachrome EF film 7242
(tungsten) exposed under daylight
conditions and reproduced on TV.
New Kodak Wratten gelatin filters
are No. 85BN6 (equivalent to No.
85B -I- 0.60 neutral density) and
No. 85BN3 (equivalent to No. 85B
+ 0.30 neutral density). EASTMAN
KODAK.
292

Monitor amplifier is rated at 50 W
rms into 4, 8, 16 ohms or 70 -V line,
with or without optional transformer,
has TDH of less than 0.5% from
20 Hz to 20 kHz. Solid -state and
plug -in. BA-48A has protection
against opens,
RCA.

shorts, overloads.

278

Condenser microphone is variable directivity type with low -noise FET
preamplifier having 130 dB dynamic
range. Model C -37P has 24 dB SPL
equivalent noise level, and 154 dB
SPL overload level. Utilizes phantom
powering, may be used with any 48 -V
supply with 2.5 mA capability. Has
inbuilt shock mount. $259 (mike),
$99.95 (power supply). SONY. 279
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AN ULTRA -LINEAR PROGRAM MULTIPLEX
YOU CAN AFFORD

When it comes to med um speed
data transmission and broadcast, we've
done away with the need lo sacrifice
performance and flexibilitj for price.

The compact, synchronized, highly
stable Jnit exceeds broadcast program
End Bell Schedule AAA requirements.
It is a so compat b e with "L" carrier

pricec less than
most comparable mu'tiplex ana has all
the features you need: fr3quency re-

and CCITT Group A (0 -52 kHz) and B
160 -108 kHz) Plans. For detailed speci=icatiolns and applications assistance,
call or write:

The Type 500

is

sponse, 50 Hz -15 kHz =1 dB; envelope delay, 1.2 k -13 kHz c;00 <<s; total
harmonic distortion, less than 1 %.

Coastcom

addition, a singe swil.chable module permits fast, easy switching of
bandwidths
6, 10 15, 24 kHz
for
an increased number o- applications
on a single multiplex.
In

-

-
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534 - 20th Street
Oakland, California 94607
(415) 465-5900
A division of Scott- Buttner Corp.
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AUDIO FILE:

(Continued from page 4)

Graham says the most important
property of its new magnetic particle is a three -fold improvement
in saturation magnetization-the
basic measurement of how strong
a magnetic field the material produces. This property is measured
in electromagnetic units per cubic
centimeter of powder, or EMI/cc.
The stronger the magnetic field
that the particle produces, the
stronger will be the signal picked

up by the recorder head when the
tape is played. A rough rule of
thumb for calculating the energy of
a recording tape is to multiply the
saturation magnetization by the
square root of the coercive force.
Although this formula is but approximate, it does serve for a rough
comparison basis between high energy particles, according to Graham.
The metal alloy, Cobaloy, is
softer than iron oxide, hence head
wear should be low. Because of the

AM-TV-FM-STEREO-SCA...

Monitoring Systems
that give you everything!
FUNCTION
RELIABILITY

PERFORMANCE
VERSATILITY

ACCURACY
ECONOMY

CALL OR WRITE ARNO MEYER

BELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
DELAWARE AND MONTROSE AVENUES, UPPER DARBY, PA.
(215) 789-0550

Circle
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BOX 83

Card

THE MC -104
IS ENOUGH
Three cart units are nice. But
four are better. Better still is getting the four for almost the price
of three. That's a bargain. And
you get it in the MC -104, 4 -unit

cart machine.
It's a bargain too, that all MC104 units are plug-in and operate
independently. This prevents total
system failure.

It's quiet enough AND small
enough to sit mike -side. Pretty
enough too, in its accessory cabinet.
Let's face it, the MC -104 is enough for any control room.
$1850

PARTA

ELECTRONIC CORPORATION

95328 [9161 313 -5353
14616 SOUTHLAWN LANE, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20850 1301) 424 -2920
5B51 FLORIN -PERKINS ROAD, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

A

DIVISION OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

Circle
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quite different properties, a recorder could require different biases and equalizations. New Cobaloy tapes should be available in
production within a year. If equipment manufacturers respond by
building recorders and players that
will handle Cobaloy, users can realize the benefits.
But chromium dioxide also
becomes available

-3

The cobalts
-M's cobalt -modified ferric oxide and Graham's
Cobaloy- promising as they may
sound, will not necessarily keep
chromium dioxide from flourishing even though the Du Pont material had not yet caught on in the
audio sector.
We can make such a statement
on the strength of Henry Kloss'
commitment. Kloss, the strongminded president of Advent, is determined to see Crolyn (the Du

Pont trademark) benefit music
lovers. Advent Corp. will produce
an audio cassette "in significant
commercial quantities" according
to Kloss, under the name of Advocate "Crolyn."

Saturation levels and sensitivity for Crolyn are 6 -9 dB higher
than iron oxide tapes at 10 kilohertz. That is, 4- to 8 -times the
energy at high frequencies can be
stored on the tape surface. Since
the smallest signal that Crolyn tape
can record is about the same as
iron oxide tapes, as determined by
the basic tape noise, the overall
dynamic range which Crolyn will
accommodate is much greater than
conventional tapes. By changing
recorder circuitry, recordings can
be made which are noticeably
freer from tape noise than conventional tapes. Program material
which could cause an ordinary tape
to saturate can be recorded on
Crolyn. A number of cassette tape
decks specifically designed to handle Crolyn are available at present
and more will be available shortly
according to Kloss.
Present tape decks not specifically designed to record with Crolyn tape can still take advantage of
some of its superior qualities. By
recording with Crolyn as one would
normally, the resulting recording
will have noticeably more high
frequencies than if made with conventional tape. Turning back the
treble control of a music system
on playback so that the tonal balance approximates that of the material recorded, will result in an
appreciable reduction in tape
"hiss."
BM /E
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NEIL TERRELL'S WELL-KNOWN "POWER TECHNIQUE"
FORMULA NOW AVAILABLE IN ONE HANDY GUIDE

THE POWER TECHNIQUE OF
RADIO -TV COPYWRITING By Neil Terrell

SAVE $3.00
on this Special
Prepub Offer!

for active copywriters, broadcast salesmen, and
students who are aiming for career in broadcasting.
Here's a brand -new fast-paced guide on how to write copy that moves and inspires
consumers -copy that Sells. Written by one of broadcasting's most successful salesmen and instructors, the content covers basic advertising principles as they apply to
broadcasting. You learn to recognize each client's prospects, then how to create copy
that motivates those prospects, copy designed to move them to buy.

A practical handbook

THE POWER TECHNIQUE
OF RADIO -TV
COP VWR IT ING

By Ned

The author begins with an analysis of the copywriter's potential power to motivate people,
whether the station serves a community of a
few thousand or a metropolis. You learn how
to understand the viewpoint and attitudes of
people, why they buy a particular item or a
specific brand. You'll understand the emotions
that motivate masses to act in a certain predictable way.
By capitalizing on the author's six proven
"Power Appeals ", you'll soon be turning out
copy that will excite the imagination -copy
that will motivate your station's listeners or
viewers into decisive action! The author explains how to recognize the correct motivating
appeals for each product or advertiser category
-how to create such an insatiable desire within
the client's prospects that inaction would be
unthinkable.
The importance of language In effective copy
creation is thoroughly explained. The choice of
appropriate words and phrases, as the author
illustrates, enables you to aim your copy directly
at the most likely prospects. Whether you need
a 60- second or a shorter spot, you'll learn how
to select the most effective words and combine
them into a motivating sales message.
For almost every client there are several
possible types of copy which can produce results. What you need, of course, is the one that
will produce the best results. By analyzing the
advertiser's business and his aims, you'll learn
how to select the most effective type of copy.
Using numerous practical examples, the author
presents hypothetical clients' needs and, step-bystep, shows how to convert these needs into the
needs of his prospects. You'll learn how to develop leads that will capture the attention of
the advertiser's prospects, compel them to listen.
Then, with the techniques recommended in this

Terroll

CONTENTS

Your Power to Persuade Listeners
Develop Your Maximum Power
Hew to Put Power Into Your Opening
The Four -Step Power Plan

Adapt Your Power to Your Client
Power Through Production
Language as a Power Tool
Power With Short Copy
Power Through Mechanics

Power for Various Angles

Putting Your "Hypnotic" Power to Work
Powerful Copy Basics
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A GUIDE TO RADIO & TV BROADCAST
ENGINEERING PRACTICE

By

E. L.

Safford, Jr.

THE FIRST NEW BROADCAST ENGINEERING BOOK IN
YEARS! A modern, up -to -date, comprehensive handbook
on all phases of broadcast operation, maintenance and

troubleshooting.
Here's a book long needed by the radio and
fact by anyone
TV engineering profession
with an interest in radio and TV broadcasting,
since it covers all aspects of the subject from

-in

personnel qualifications to proof-of-performance measurements. This invaluable volume is
divided into two parts -Radio and Television
:.nd begins with a discussion of personnel
qualifications. Here you'll find useful suggesions on how to classify various levels of
_ethnical competence and holy to encourage
mprovement at each level. Preventive maintenance is given thorough treatment, including
how to set up a schedule based on analysis of
failure rate and probability, and how to
determine tube replacement and spare parts
requirements. Also, a number of actual case
histories provide answers to tough or unusual
problems. Extensive attention is given to AM
antenna systems; how to measure antenna
reactance, impedance, and resistance; the use
of shunt-fed towers; the design and operation
of directional phasing and matching networks;
;Ind multi-station towers. The television section
also includes a complete description of a
model station, plus practical engineering suggestions supplied by stations all over the
ountry. You'll he fascinated by a "tour" of
e
IlC nt he tine y TV
c. hat i. r.uitülerril to

-

-
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operations anywhere. You'll see their layout,
equipment setup, and gain valuable insight
from reading the philosophy behind the design
and construction of this facility.
And, this engineering manual is as valuable
to management as it is to technical personnel.
It not only involves the daily nuts -and-bolts
aspects, but also covers those phases of vital
interest to administrative personnel (including
those who hope to move into administrative
positions). For those perplexed by the "operator" situation, the author offers poignant
suggestions for solving present problems and
working toward more equitable arrangements
within the organization. In fact, some of the
ideas could well be the basis for revolutionizing
the entire field of broadcast engineering.
While an in -depth consideration of equipment was not intended to be a part of this
work, there is enough information, both descriptive and pictorial, to acquaint any uninitiated reader with typical equipment used in
radio and TV stations. Also suggested is a
maintenance philosophy based on proven calculated probabilities of failure. You'll see how
a preventive maintenance program can practically eliminate lost air time and cut overall
maintenance costs to the hone. The most prevalent (and einne nt.l Sn pI( 'IIIenl) Iechnical

IN
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MN

MI IN

GREAT

NM
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book, you'll build a desire-in fact, an overwhelming need-for your clients' products. In
a relatively short time you'll become a real pro,
capable of producing compelling sales copy,
whether it be institutional or "bargain -day"
style, straightforward promotions or hard -hitting
sales messages.
Production copy-announcements using two
or more voices and sound effects-receives appropriate attention. The basic approaches are
illustrated by numerous examples, drawn from
the files of some of the nation's most prolific
innovative creators, including material developed
by the author. There's a Copy Basics section
covering major advertiser categories, listing the
dominant prospect appeals, the key ideas in each
case, and helpful words and phrases designed to
aid you in producing copy with that "hypnotic"
power to persuade. Also, the sample copy scattered throughout the text and in Chapter 13
shows "how it's done." The samples may be
adapted, at least in part, to some of your clients'
needs. There's no doubt, whether you're a beginner or a practiced copywriter, this book will
help you to improve the convincing power of
your copy. It's also an excellent reference manual for management. 224 pps. 13 Chapters plus
Index. Hardbound.

"The Power Technique- of Radio -TV
Copywriting" is published to sell at $9.95.
But, if you order now, you save $2.00.
The Special Prepublication Price of $7.95
prevails through June 30, 1971.
Order today at our risk for FREE Examination. SEND NO MONEY! Simply
fill in and mail the handy NO-RISK
coupon below to receive your own copy
of this helpful volume.

IlllNMEll
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problems are described, along with suggested
solutions and appropriate comments. There's a
good chance that the solutions to some of your
persistent problems are included. An entire
Chapter is devoted to directional antenna systems-how to use vector diagrams in designing
the necessary phasing, power- dividing, and
matching circuits. You'll also read about
common-tower systems and the problems encountered when several AM stations use the
same tower. Covered also is the design of
shunt -fed antennas which are becoming increasingly popular with many stations.
An analysis of existing radio and TV maintenance procedures indicate what is being done
and what should be done in broadcasting
operations. By comparison, you'll see why
some methods fail and why preventive maintenance is so important. For those who are
continually "hung up" on tests -both routine
and special-the author tells how to avoid the
common pitfalls. You'll be amazed at the
attitude some have regarding response tests,
and you'll see why radio and TV proof-ofperformance checks are so important (aside
from meeting FCC requirements).
Also of vital concern is a list of most frequent FCC violations. Most broadcasters
should find a perusal of the list most revealing
and helpful in looking at their operations. To
those who have not had personal dealings with
the "professional," the discussion of the consulting engineering profession should be helpful, particularly in cases where it's necessary
to rely heavily on outside assistance and for
those in the lower engineering rank who aspire
toward professional advancement. You'll find
this one of the most interesting and informative books ever printed. 288 pages, over 140
illus. Hardbound.
Order No. 523
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COUPON

VIDEO TAPE PRODUCTION &
COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES
By Joel Efrein.

Finally, here is
a handbook covering video production techniques for those
who want to learn the art from
scratch and to progress to the
VIDEO TAPE PRODUCTION
ranks of the professionals. The
COMMUNICATION
author has taken a down -to- earth,
TECHNIQUES
how- to -do -it approach to clearly
explain every aspect of video
production, direction, program
creation, and video taping.
Whether your interest lies in the
broadcast, CATV, educational or
business communications field,
you'll learn how to adapt the powerful impact
of the video medium to suit your needs. The
entire book is written with the idea of providing
a complete basic course on the subject -suitable
for use by those in both industry and education
whose work demands, or would be enhanced by,
the video medium. The text is divided into two
parts: "The Medium" and "The Message." The
author begins by explaining what is required in
the way of equipment, including a concise report
on video tape recorders, tape formats, cameras,
and anciliary equipment. An applications Chapter
follows for those interested in business and
educational uses of the audio-visual medium. In
the third Chapter, the author tells how to put a
system together -what to look for in equipment,
including an honest economic appraisal for various professional levels. In Chapter 4, the author
gets down to the basics of production, with a
complete examination of the various production
elements. Direction techniques are covered in
Chapter 5, beginning with an examination of the
director's duties. There is also a discussion of
formats and styles of direction. Chapter 6 acquaints you with the post -production techniques
of editing- mechanical as well as electronic, including audio over dubbing, and duplicating. Part
Two: The Message, begins with an analysis on
pre -production planning -how to develop a show
idea, how to bring it into focus and form, choose
the talent, and decide on content and format.
Chapter 8 provides a spectator view of the actual
production. You'll see how the producer arranges
for the set and graphics, how the director makes
studio arrangements, how the producer works with
the talent, and how the producer and director
work together to create the most effective presentation. Then, in Chapter 9, you'll see the program
actually produced. The final Chapter includes sample program formats to guide you in developing
your own. 256 pps. Over 125 illustrations. Hardbound.
Order No. 541
only $12.95
GUIDELINES FOR NEWS REPORTERS
By Sol Robinson. In this invaluable new handbook, author
Sol Robinson, a thoroughly experienced and dedicated broadcast journalist, relates quite speGUIDELINES
cifically, and in great detail, the
FOR NEWS
scores of practical techniques he
REPORTERS
has found to be successful. To
rr Si Minna
begin with, he delves into the
most pertinent question -just exactly what is expected of and
required of a broadcast journal-

elpful Books that Belong in Every
Station -Now on 10 -Day FREE Trial!

P.

ist. To be successful,

the prac-

ticing newsman must have the
right answers -and he'll find them in this vital
new work written by a thoroughly seasoned
newsman. Yes, here is a ready -to-use guidebook,
chock-full of practical help for both newsmen
and announcers, and for salesmen and managers
who should have a full working knowledge of
their news department. The art of being absolutely
accurate, fair and objective in reporting what
actually happened is the job of a journalist, and

the author tells how to maintain the necessary
objectivity vital to the continuation of free news
media. Illustrations include many photos, charts
and graphs, plus an Appendix of synonyms for
over 2700 modern everyday words.
Order No. 516
only $9.95

_

How To Sell Radio Advertising
By Si

Willing, Owner -Manager, KMAR Winnsboro,

Tells how to

La.

...

Start ... by knowing your product and the market
Advance ... by overcoming objections and competition
Lead ... by increasing your "batting average"
Excel ... by using ideas developed by top salesmen
Surpass ... by selling the sponsor who has everything

Here's just the thing to restore sales vitality to
your station! Whether you want to train new
salesmen, give older salesmen a "shot -in -the-arm,"
or provide your sales staff with stimulating, workable ideas -this new book is just the ticket. Here
are proven, practical, ready -for -you -to -put into
action ideas! There's no cut- and -dried approach or
magic formula for sales success; rather, sales is a
day -to -day challenge. Upon this premise, the
author relates his actualy experience on the firing
line from Main Street merchants to Madison Ave.
timebuyers. And therein lies the secret, as the
author illustrates in this book by theory and, even
more important, by practice. You'll accompany the
author (plus other top -notch salesmen) on actual
sales calls. You'll learn how all sorts of objections
(maybe even a few you haven't heard!) have been
successfully countered. From the dialog between
salesman and prospect you'll learn the approaches
and the clinchers, how to use available sales tools
to the best advantage, how to create what you

THE RADIO PROGRAM IDEABOOK
by Hal Fisher. All the programming ideas you need to build
and hold an audience. Written
for everyone in radio programming. For the program director

looking for a fresh source of
ideas this volume is loaded with
suggestions to help him push
his station's ratings to the top.
For the ambitious announcer or
dee¡ay, this publication will help
accelerate his progress. 10 BIG
Chapters contain scores of unique
ways to give your audience a reason to listen
the do's and don'ts of good programming and
commercial success. You'll learn how to spot audience losers, conduct a newspaper column, publish
a newsletter, start fan clubs, revitalize programming and pump new life into your station's sound
and bank account. Contains tested and proven
methods of systemizing the program department,
of handling traffic and scheduling. Lengthy treatment is given to production and sure -fire program
ideas. Hiring good announcers is fully explained
in the final chapter, 256 pages, over 50 illustrations. Hardbound.
only $12.95
Order No. 268

-

BROADCAST ANTENNA SYSTEMS HANDBOOK
Brand -new, practical, guide to all
types and styles of broadcast an-

need (and what the advertiser needs!), how to
overcome fear and timidity, and how to deal with
the competition.
In Part 4 the author stresses the five points that
make a successful salesman excel: merchandising
initiative, special techniques, the restrictions of
the tried- and -true, overcoming boredom, and effective communications (letter and phone). And in the
final section there are numerous case histories,
real -life sales experiences from a number of
eminent broadcast salesmen such as Mike Rooney
(KVOZ), Neil Terrell (consultant), and Roger Davidson (WNBO). You'll learn ways to sidestep objec-

tions, how to recognize the "opportune moment,"
how to convert a "No" to a "Yes," and how to
satisfy the prospective buyer who has everything.
If you want to improve your selling techniques
and increase your sales, this book has what you
need. Beyond a doubt, you will realize an immediate improvement in your performance.
Order No. 511
only $12.95
RADIO PROMOTION HANDBOOK
By Wm. A. Peck. A complete
guide on ways to develop better
ratings, and increase sales) It's a
RADIO
proven fact! Clever and well planned promotion- campaigns lead
PROMOTION
to bigger audience ratings and
HANDBOOK
greater sales! This brand -new publication is aimed at helping broadcast stations reap benefits of bigger and better promotional campaigns. Jam -packed with literally
*Ma AIVA hundreds of ideas, and complete
with scores of factual examples to
I

I

spark hot, new ways of promoting a station, this
's a book no progressive station should be without! The author, drawing on many years of experience, tells how to make everything that happens at your station help to PROMOTE your
station. Both on -air and off-air campaigns are
included: How to integrate on -air promotions
with programming by means of contests, stunts,
games, jokes, promotional announcements, station breaks, etc. Also, how to develop and tie -in
off -air campaigns, personal appearances, sales
promotional, public relations, and advertising in
other media.
256 pps., 51/2x81/2 ", Comb -bound.
Order No. 267
only $9.95
EDUCATION OF A BROADCASTER

pDCASTI tenna
iTF. NNA

STHMS

Order

T-44

by Harry Bannister, V-P, NBC.
A racy, informative, anecdotal
book studded with behind-thescenes stories and highly personal opinions. Very possibly
the best book written about
the industry, it is an enthralling account of the growth of
broadcasting.
Order T-79
only $5.95

systems. Covers preparing
engineering data for the FCC, designing, engineering and operating systems, selecting antennas,
measuring performance, improving
coverage, etc. Includes AM -FM -TV
UHF, FM DA antenna systems, FM
dual polarization, microwave directional AM, etc. 18 BIG Chapters
-160 pps. -over 100 only
$7.95
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Absolutely the World's Greatest Radio Promo Sourcebook!

**
**
*-geared

-a

372 -page Handbook
virtual promotion encyclopedia!
Over 250,000 words with all the promo ideas you'll ever need!
Over 1500 on air promo themes adaptable to any format!

A GIANT

1

Contains over 350 contests, stunts, station and personality promos!
Bound in handsome 3 -ring binder!
BRAND -NEW and up -to- date
to TODAY'S
station and personality promos, etc. In each
radio needs! Here's the MUST book for stations
case, complete "nuts and bolts" details-how
wanting to attract more listeners, boost ratings,
it works, copy details, prizes, sponsors, tie -ins
increase sales and profits. HANDBOOK of RA-are included to enable you to adapt the idea
DIO PUBLICITY & PROMOTION contains just
to your own station format or sound. The
about all the sure -fire promotion and publicity
author doesn't merely describe a promo or
ideas a radio station might ever need -hundreds
contest with a paragraph or two -he presents a
of specific plans that can be profitably used by
synopsis of practical information, then provides
any station. One idea alone of the hundreds
complete instructions on how to plan it, sell it
offered can be worth many times the small
and program it
cost of this indispensable sourcebook.
Covering 9 basic categories, the all- encompassPromotion is the keyword -the basic reason
ing, audience-building contents include con one station excels over another, all else being
tests, outside stunts, fun promotions, special
equal. Promotion is an important part-an instation promotions, promotions for special days,
tegral part -of today's radio. Using the right
weeks, and months (categorized month by
approach you can give listeners a reason to
month), station anniversary promotions, on -air
tune in, a reason to keep listening, and at the
themes, plus general station and personality
same time make your station more salesworthy.
promos.
True, few stations can afford a full -time staff
Additional Sections are a source of fresh
of promotion experts, so here's the answer -a
new ideas, offering quickie humor material,
hundreds
comprehensive handbook of
of unique,
station lDs, humorous show openers, and much,
exciting individual promotions, contests, stunts,
much more.

s, e,
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The first Section- Contests -provides invaluable data on all types of promotions -year -long
ones, short ones running only a week or two,
and contests that can be expanded and tailored
to your own circumstances. Each one is designed to involve and absorb your audience.
Section Two -Outside Stunts -presents many
out -of -the- ordinary schemes for any season or
climate; for any age group plus stunts of a
general nature
The Fun Promotions Section covers a variety
of unusual techniques for seasonal and year round use involving names, traffic safety, secretaries, husbands, wives, superstitions, awards,
cleanup time, weather etc.
Section four offers tested and proven special
station promotions designed to involve all
facets of community activities and endeavors.
Section five contains special promotions for
every month of the year, as well as a variety of
station anniversary promotions.
Sections on general station and personality
promos suggest ways to accent news, weather,
and other programming specialties, plus various
techniques of calling attention to your on -air
people. Also, the humor material will help add
pazzaz to DJ shows and to program openings
and closings.
only $29.95
Order No. 213
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AM /FM BROADCAST STATION
PLANNING GUIDE by Harry
A. Etkin.
A comprehensive
guide to planning, building,
and operating a radio broadcast facility -AM, FM, or combined operation.
Based
on
a
lifetime of experience and
intimate association in broadcasting, the author details how
to find a frequency, apply for
it, and how to plan and build
a new station, or update and remodel
an existing facility. Included are numerous floor plans,
studio and transmitter building construction guidelines, tower and equipment specifications (including automation),
preventive maintenance -plus
thorough treatments on preparation of Form 301
and making proof -of- performance measurements.
160 pps. 81/2 x 11" Vinyl Cover.
Order No. 500
only $12.95
MODERN RADIO BROADCASTING

MODERN
RADIO
BROADCASTING

By R. H. Coddington. Here are
the real "nuts- and -bolts" of modern radio operation, based on
two decades of experience in all
size markets -from the metropolitan goliaths to the "peanut
whistle" variety. No matter what
your interest in broadcasting

-

management, production, engineering, etc.- you'll refer to this
encyclopedic volume time and
again. Provides an in -depth view
of the largest single category of
broadcasting station operation
the so- called "small" market. Regardless of your
present status in broadcasting- experienced or inexperienced, veteran or student-you can't help but
move up the ladder armed with the straight-forward information presented in this book.
Order No. 482
only $12.95

-

BROADCAST STATION OPERATING GUIDE
By Sol Robinson. Here, in one
handbook, are all the guidelines
for station operation -from starting a new facility to making a
profit, from programming to accounting -one of those rare books
which will prove valuable to
both newcomers and oldtimers,
and all those in between. For
example, it tells how to develop
sound programming, what to do
about editorializing, "payola,"
lotteries, network shows, political
broadcasts, the Fairness Doctrine,
etc. It thoroughly delves into all types of market
studies-population, demographics, audience preference surveys, advertising, etc. It offers guidelines for accounting procedures, filing FCC applications, operating in the public interest, commercial practices, etc., 256 pages. Hardbound.
Order No. 467
only $12.95

The orientation is business -the language is dollars and cents

the object is a profitable financial statement!

MANAGING TODAY'S RADIO STATION

what has become the accepted technical standard
of the CATV industry
.
an expanded and
revised version of the first and only authoritative
book on planning, designing, and operating a
CATV plant. Contains answers to problems encountered almost daily in any system. 256 pps.
Order No. 298
only $12.95
CATV SYSTEM MANAGEMENT & OPERATION
By Robert B. Cooper, Jr. A complete guidebook

CATV -from

locating new CATV situations,
through acquiring a franchise, obtaining financing,
opening and operating a system, budgeting, and
buying and selling systems. While primarily nontechnical in nature, this book covers the technical
aspects the owner- manager should be aware of.
It also discusses literally scores of helpful points
on designing, installing, and constructing a cable
system, including cost data. 256 pages.
Order No. T -100
only $12.95
to

CATV SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
The first and only book devoted to the maintenance of CATV systems, from the antenna through

construction techniques, to complete trouble- shoot-

ing. Includes adequate technical data on system
design. Major emphasis is on maintenance-pro viding a wealth of information on how to locate
and correct equipment failures, including tips on
how to eliminate various types of interference and
radiation problems at the head end. Step -by -step
maintenance charts are included. 192 pages.
Order No. T -82
only $12.95
CATV OPERATOR'S HANDBOOK

Completely covers all aspects of the subject, from
obtaining a franchise to financing and planning a
new system
from installing a plant, promotion,
selling hookups, to the very latest topics such as
local program origination. Contains tested and
proven information essential for practical day-today operations as well as for reference. 160 p.
Order No. T -73
only $7.95

...

SAVE $11.85 ON CATV Combo
All 4 books above, only $ 34.95

by Jay Hoffer, KRAK

Sacramento. This brand -new and entirely original book completely covers
radio management, programming and sales -answers the long -felt need
by the industry for a book on today's needs.
investment, budgeting and projections, etc. It ofNo radio station should be
without this practical, all fers in-depth coverage on audience ratings, adencompassing guide to opvertising, automation, double billing, unionism,
preventive maintenance, etc. It covers format
erating a professional, commercial broadcasting facility.
control methods, station image, community involvement, news, editorials, sports, copywritAnalytic and interpretive in
its content, the book is uniquely written and
, and much, much
ing, sources of air talent
easy -to- understand.
Based on actual
experimore. This volume is perhaps the only current
ence, the content will enable you to handle
source of information on selling radio. It proday -to-day problems as well as plan future
vides a wealth of information on how to find
growth for tomorrow. Here are the straightand train salesmen, employment contracts, sales
meetings, house accounts, rate cards, keeping
forward answers every station executive needs
to the problems involved in assembling all
tabs on the competition, how to combat the
the component parts and building them into a
newspaper "habit," reps, merchandising tie -ins,
how to avoid bad debts and speed up collecsmoothly- running profitable operation. This invaluable text will be worth its small cost many
tions, etc. The book is profusely illustrated with
times over -for those who aspire to any level of
scores of photos, diagrams and examples of con
management and for those already there. It oftracts, promotion material, program and personality synopses, advertising, station newsletters,
fers practical solutions and experienced advice
on the duties of a manager. It thoroughly exsales letters, rate cards, merchandising gimmicks,
amines the cold, hard facts of station operation
publicity material, etc. 288 pps., Hardbound.
-the nature of the business, expected return on
.......only $12.95
Order No. 461

..

RADIO NEWS HANDBOOK-NEW SECOND EDITION
By David Dary. This updated and

revised handbook is written for
both aspiring and experienced
broadcast journalists. Serves as a
day -to -day guide as well as a
source of vital information for
those practicing newsmen who
are endeavoring to improve their
professional status. For the beginning newsman, there is a
solid grounding in radio news
basics, mechanics, and style, plus
necessary details on the workings
of a radio newsroom. Announcers, salesmen, and even managers will find Radio
News Handbook a helpful guide in understanding
and working with their news departments. 192
pps.; heavily illustrated; Hardbound.
Order No. 216 -...
only $7.95
ANATOMY OF LOCAL RADIO -TV COPY
by Wm. A. Peck. Guaranteed to
be the most valuable thing a
radio -TV writer can get his
ANATOMY OF LOCAL
hands on
.
next to a typeRADIO TV COPY
writer! This new, enlarged, updated 3rd edition of a real inWWI EWAN
dustry classic contains over 40%
new material, loaded with hunIYOuna
dreds of ways to increase station
billing with sales -proven copy.
Its purpose is to help you rePo

CATV SYSTEM ENGINEERING: THIRD EDITION
By Bill Rheinfelder. Here is the new 3rd edition of

-

move the "error" from the trial
and error system. The techniques
described have passed the most critical test to
which advertising can be subjected
. they
sold the merchandise! 16 chapters include more
than a hundred sample commercials of all types,
making the book a veritable copy library!
Order No. T -90
only $5.95
THE MAN BEHIND THE MIKE
by Hal Fisher.

This "Guide to
Broadcast Announcing" offers the practical help
you need. Use of the down to -earth pointers in this massive 288-page volume will help
both seasoned veterans
and

Professional

"green"

practical

announcers. Offers
guidance

every

on

of announcing. Contains
over 40 drills to spark interest.
phase

Tells how to develop true professional talents, how to become a good d.¡., newscaster or
other specialist. Managers and program directors will find a wealth of data to guide them,
in addition to a host of management and programming ideas. 288 pps; 21 ch. Hardbound.
Order No. 266
only $7.95

RADIO SALES PROMOTIONS
300 Merchandise- Moving Ideas!
A compendium of more than 300
creative selling ideas designed
exclusively for radio stations.
Here are sales tools that work!
A vast supply of ready -to-use
ideas for producing sales in 43
categories, from air conditioners
to washing machines. Based on
the premise that radio time must
make a sponsor's cash register
ring, here are powerful, positive ideas that will do just that
and add thousands of dollars of revenue to your own till in the process.
Unbelievable? Try them for yourself and see
on our money -back guarantee. BIG
x
11" size.
Order T 214 ....
only $10.00

-_
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118 on Reader Service

TECHNICAL PAPERS PRESENTED AT THE
NAB ENGINEERING CONFERENCE
These complete transcripts include the technical
papers presented at the Conferences, plus a
transcript of the FCC /Industry Panel discussion.
Contain all the photos, slides and drawings presented in conjunction with the technical talks.
All the very latest developments are covered.
Here are volumes that belong on the shelf of

every station library- something every broadcast
engineer should read and re-read several times.
These Official Proceedings are a wonderful source
of ideas, and provide the answers to many
troublesome problems. Invaluable as aids in
helping stations make important buying and engineering decisions. Each volume 256 pps., BIG
81/2 x 11" size.
1967 NAB ENGINEERING PROCEEDINGS
only $10.00
Order No. T-140
1968 NAB ENGINEERING PROCEEDINGS
only $10.00
Order No. T-148
1969 NAB ENGINEERING PROCEEDINGS
only $10.00
Order No. T-149
1970 NAB ENGINEERING PROCEEDINGS
only $10.00
Order No. 170
1971 NAB ENGINEERING PROCEEDINGS
only $10.00
Order No. 171
INTERPRETING FCC BROADCAST RULES
& REGULATIONS, (Volume 2)
This brantI -new reference discusses the most recent
FCC decisions on important subjects. The material
in Volume 2 is completely new -none of it duplicates the data in Volume 1. Indispensible for
broadcast station personnel. 192 pages, 20 chapters.
Comb -bound $6.95
Order T-492
PLANNING THE LOCAL UHF-TV STATION
by Patrick S. Finnegan, V-P
4,40,
& Ch. Eng. WLBC & WMUN.
This brand -new guide describes all requirements for
+ppopmf
planning, building and operating a small, expandable
UHF station. A valuable reference for station owners,
managers and engineers containing practical data on
eqpt., layout and economic
factors involved. Includes
many do- it- yourself hints
and cost-cutting tips. 12 Chapters: Selecting e
Site; Estimating Coverage; The Studio; Control
Room; UHF Transmitter; Transmission Lines; UHF
Antenna; Film; Planning the Building and Layout;
FCC Factors.
Order T-43
only $10.00
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OF THE MONTH

Formatting for audience
attracts specialized ads
Hal Chesnut
Director of Radio Operations
WBAP-AM
Fort Worth, Texas

The Challenge: We were suddenly
a new station. After sharing two

frequencies with WFAA for 48 years
(570 and 880 kHz), WBAP split off
to become a 50 -kW, clear-channel
station operating 24 hours and with
a new format: country and western
music. For the first time we needed
to attract long- distance advertisers
on a 24 -hour basis to our Fort
Worth -based C &W station. But this
required considerable changes in
our selling techniques.

The Solution: We decided to go
after a specialized audience, suited
to our location and format, attractive to a broad range of advertisers.

NOW!
TOTAL CAPABILITY
WITH THE

FAIRCHILD

II SYSTEM!

INTEGRA

Capability No. 1: Easily integrated audio
components.

Capability No. 2: Simple and efficient
construction.

Capability No. 3: Practically any complex
audio system can be designed.

Capability No. 4: Remote control of audio
functions (optional).
Capability No. 5: Solid -state technology
provides compact, efficient, convenient
and economical audio contrcl.

Capability No.6: Unhatched convenience
in

maintenance.

Capability No.

7: Advanced light -con-

trolled technology.

Our programming and large 24hour -a-day coverage had begun
building WBAP a sizeable following
of truck drivers. So we simply began to focus on this audience. We
avoided the slick approach many
other C&W stations found fell
flat. One of our biggest draws for
truckers was disc jockey Bill Mack,
on from midnight to six AM. He
was recently named C &W Deejay
of the Year in Nashville -and
since he started with WBAP, he's
devoted his time and programming
to the transcontinental trucker:
He's played the style of music they
like, offered the humor they enjoy
and the information they need, especially during the long, tiring
early morning hours. We think this
following among long -haul truckers is without precedent in the annals of radio deejays.
This simple combination of programming with the station's natural
advantages of coverage and location has resulted in spectacular advertiser response. A typical case is
the Tuscon Truck Terminal. Tuscon may be a long way from Fort
Worth, but, as Triple T vp Dave
Galligan puts it, it's not far for
transcontinental truckers. Triple T
wants to reach men headed from
Texas to the West Coast by way of
Tuscon, who need "a place to stay
that can give all the advantages
of a top -notch motel but is designed
for the biggest truck transports on
the road."
Reactions from other advertisers
has been just as enthusiastic. Old
advertisers have increased their
budgets. Auto dealers and any businesses even remotely connected to
truck driving are knocking at our
salesmen's doors. Local and regional sales for 1970 were up 25%
over '69 sales before we focussed
on the trucker audience. WBAP has
become one of the few seller's markets in radio.

Capability No. 8: Complete freedom from
contact noise, distortion, frequency discriminationand mechanical problems.

Capability No. 9: Noise -free and bounce free perfect switching.

Capability No. 10: Space -age standards
of component design and manufacture
assure highest reliability.

Capability No. 11: Complete lire of accessories.

Capability No. 12: Compatible with your
existing equipment.
For complete details and new colorful Integra II brochure write to:

FAIRCHILD

10 -40 45th

Avenue
Circle

Dept.
122 on

BME -6

Sound Equipment Corp.
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

Two tips from BM /E
A documented success story on
film or videotape might be just
what television ad salesmen
need-and TvB has announced

it will help (with $500 toward
production) underwrite the cost
of member -station produced
success stories. If you can compress your station's story to fifteen` minutes, try TvB. And if
you can get your best sales idea
down in writing, try us. We'll
print it -and pay you ten dollars
for your help.

Reader Service Card
June, 1971 -BM /E
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Expejisive?
That's
one thing
Jamieson's
new

Compac 16/8
color film
processor
isn't.

Jamieson's new Compac 16/8 is priced
at just $6,980. And that's complete, even
to the crate it's shipped in.
Study the picture of our new Compac 16/8.
What you see is a completely operable
machine. And what you see is what you get
for the low, $6,980 price.
Jamieson's Compac 16/8 conducts the
standard ME -4 process at 20 feet per minute.
With the advanced EH -101 * you can run
it at 30 feet per minute.
Our new Compac 16/8 runs 16mm and
8mm completely interchangably. It warms
up and is ready to go in 10 minutes flat. It
can force two stops without slowing down.
That's quite a bit for $6,980.
But there's more.
Jamieson's Compac 16/8 has a 2000 ft.
magazine that's standard and a feed elevator.

It has our patented tube tanks with features
of high picture quality and economical cost,
which are well known in Jamieson's
larger models.
This new, low -cost color film processor
has a new, quiet buffer squeegee. It has the
automatic controls featured in larger
machines and a complete set of flow meters.
We'd like to tell you more about our new
Compac 16/8 and what it can do for your
station. So write or call us.
How about 35mm Slides?
If you use many color slides, take a look at
Jamieson's Compac 35/16. It processes
35mm slides as well as 16mm news film
and commercials and at the same low price
as the Compac 16/8.

*The EH -101 procedure uses standard ME-4 chemistry at slightly higher temperatures.

o

EQUIPMENT DIVISION

JAMIESON FILM COMPANY
9171 KING
June, 1971

(214) 638 -2660

ARTHUR DRIVE, DALLAS, TEXAS 75247
Circle

I

23 on Reader Service

.1
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\EW

600 types of tubes and devices in 96page "1971 Abridged Valve Data
Book." Four sections cover power
valves, microwave tubes, light conversion devices, vacuum capacitors,
lasers and flash tubes. English Electric Valve.
204

LIT

lasse

tatiots&

gcktofti.

For copies of these literature offering, circle numbers for appropriate
items on Reader Service Card.

Video tape recording, closed circuit
TV, and audio /visual communications systems described in catalog
covering applications, features and
specs. Concord Electronics.
200

Professional antenna users are offered Technical Bulletins dealing
mainly with antenna applications.
Scala Radio.
201
Two-piece production switcher providing high -quality vertical interval
switching for monochrome or color
production described in two-page
brochure. Visual Educom.
202
Rigid transmission line and related
products shown in 24-page catalog.
Includes performance data, curves
and nomagraphs plus info on rigid
line installation. Phelps Dodge. 203

JAMPRO HELPS YOU

PENNY PINCH

Electronic Wire and Cable Catalog
No. 871 features 134 new products.
Includes performance characteristics,
line drawings showing physical configurations of cable types, cable finder and color- coding charts. Belden.
205
Ampex AC -125 portable television
center described fully in six -page illustrated brochure. Ampex.
206
Monochrome video switcher /special
effects generator, Cletron Model
610, for CATV, ETV and ITV,
shown in two-page technical data
sheet. Cleveland Electronics.
207
Radio facilities layout book for planning equipment placement contains
two -dimensional scaled cut-outs for
audio and AM -FM transmitting
equipment, hints on arrangement of
rack -mounted equipment. Grid -lined
floor plan areas provided for mounting cut-outs. RCA.
208

on your budget with a
New(

ellipitically
polarized

Perftirojç(
FM ANTENNA

There's a reason for the name
it's Performance!

-

new production techniques
Rotating
quad split

Rotating

split

It delivers a power rating of one
kilowatt per bay (up to 8 bays)
and can be field trimmed for minimum VSWR!

Built of marine brass and copper
for lasting performance and quality. Conveniently connects to a
1%" EIA line.

-

Don't sacrifice quality for price
call Jampro for the budget details
on the Performer, the FM antenna
especially for you!

A family of windshield wipes (8)

(916) 383-1177

A M
ANTENNA

COMPANY

6939 Power Inn Road
Sacramento, Calif. 95828
130 on Reader Service

Enjoy the competitive edge in your market
with these exclusive production
techniques.
Write or call: 812/332 -7251

SARKES TARZIAN, INC.

DIVISION OF
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
A

Circle

/

Card

Broadcast Equipment Division
Bloomington, Indiana 47401
Circle

124 on Reader Service
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The RANK CINTEL 3 tube
photoconductive telecine
offers the most advanced
concepts in upgrading
film -originated b- oadcast.
It is compact, only 78 x 30 inches floor s ze, and
available in a variety of optional configurations, including:

e

Frame by frame programed color correction.

Joy-sticK color control.

Sixty position, random -access slide facility.

llniplex or multiplex formats.

RANK PRECISION INDUSTRIES~ INC_
New York

Illinois

California

260 N. Rt. 303
West Nyack, N.V. 10994
(914) 3584450

411 Jarvis Ave.
Des Plaines, ?II. 60018

5926

Los Angeles, Calif. 90040

(312) 2977020

(213) 685 -8590

E. Was),. Blvd.

Canada
1111 Finch Ave. W.

Downsview, Ortario, Canada
(416) 630451.4

Ci cle 126 on Reader Service Ca-d
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(Continued from page 17)
as unfavorable ?; (4) if the reference to illegal drugs
is concealed and is in what amounts to code, so that

ever, a somewhat clearer picture of the Commission's attitude in this area emerged. In sum, broadcasters who willfully and repeatedly broadcast records which obviously and blatantly tend to glorify
or encourage the use of drugs will have their licenses placed in jeopardy. Responsible broadcasters, who mistakenly broadcast blatant records in
the above-mentioned category, or who broadcast
records with obviously ambiguous or questionable
lyrics on an irregular basis as a part of their normal program format, will not be encouraging
Commission disfavor. Again, common sense in
programming should prevail.

the average person, including the average devotee
of popular songs, is not aware of the reference?
(5) if when it originally was published it had no
such connotations but later came to be understood
in some quarters as making favorable reference to
the use of illegal drugs? If, for example, "How
High The Moon" became popular with drug users
because of its title, and came to mean to them a
favorable view of drug use, would it then come
to be a song which tend[s] to promote or glorify
the use of illegal drugs ?.

Other organizations and licensees filed timely
comments with the Commission. The FCC quickly
responded with its Memorandum Opinion and Order adopted and released on April 16, 1971.9 In
its Order, the Commission said its initial Notice
"simply reflected the well -established concept of
licensee responsibility" and was erroneously otherwise depicted by the media. The Commission also
specifically noted that whether or not to play a
particular record relating to drugs does not raise
an issue as to which the Government may intervene. However, the FCC did make clear, again,
that broadcasters could jeopardize their licenses
by failing to exercise "licensee responsibility" in
this area.

Conclusion

The Commission is theoretically proscribed
from censoring program material except in care fully designated areas. However, incidents like the
statement concerning "drug records" highlight the
pervasive Commission influence on its licensees.
Purists may rightly argue that the Commission has
taken it upon itself to legislate morals in contravention of Congressional and Constitutional mandates. Nonetheless, the "marginal" station operator, the operator who scoffs at many of the rules
and regulations, will probably be the only licensee
subjected to searching Commission inquiry concerning his stewardship. Nevertheless, if you have
questions concerning this troublesome area, your
BM/E
counsel should be consulted.

A licensee should know whether his facilities are
being used to present again and again a record
which urges youth to take heroin or cocaine... .
The point is that such records are not withdrawn
from the area of license responsibility.

The Commission's Order did not directly address itself to many of the questions posed in various comments filed in response to its Notice. How9.

FCC

new

71

This section, providing broad interpretation of FCC rules and
policies, does not substitute for competent legal counsel. Legal
advice on any given problem is predicted on the particular facts
of each case. Therefore, when specific problems arise, you
would be well advised to consult your own legal counsel.

-428, April 16, 1971.

LSC

C F2

VEDETTE

NIC
CLEANER

16mm and 35mm PROFESSIONAL PROJECTORS

for MOTION PICTURE FILM

for fast, safe, high speed viewing and
inspection of motion picture film

MAGNETIC TAPE

MICROFILM

Presented The Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences Award of Merit
for Outstanding Technical Achievement.

Ultrasonic energy is the most effective and economical way to
completely clean motion picture
film, microfilm and tape without
mechanical scrubbing and wiping.
Ultrasonic energy performs the
entire cleaning operation.
Restores clarity and sound to
maximum quality.

Enhances the entertainment
value of motion picture film and
improves commercials.
The ideal machine for film quality

control, timing and correction, and
release print inspection. Handles
negatives. fine grains and prints.
Visual inspection of both picture
and optical sound track. Solid state
amplifier for simultaneous
monitoring of picture and sound.

Efficient revolving prism shutter
and sharp optics produce bright,
clear images without overheating
film.

Smooth, gentle film handling at up
to 400 ft. /min., without intermittent
movement of usual claw or Geneva
gear drive. Stable, positive focus.
2,000 foot film capacity.

Write for LSC Vedette literature
or request a "no obligation"
demonstration.

Assures static free film with color
balance undisturbed.
Cuts projector maintenance
costs ... no dirt or dust
carried into gates and orifices
less breakdowns.

..

Completely automatic ...
requires only loading and
unloading.

LIPSNER -SMITH CORPORATION
7334 No. Clark St., Chicago, Ill. 60626

Costs only 1/20 of a penny per
running foot to operate.

Used by every major motion
picture lab in the world.

Descriptive brochure
will be sent on request

312-338-3040
10041

Circle
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NOW...
a pole -mount
UHF tuner
for the
DYNA-TUNE

o

Because of the higher frequencies
utilized in UHF television transmission,
quality reception becomes difficult
when the receiver is located a considerable distance from the antenna. High
frequencies are greatly attenuated by
coaxial cable necessitating amplification at the receiver end to restore the
signal to a usable RF level. The signal
will often be attenuated to the degree
that the low-level noise inherent in the
input amplifier stage has a significant
amplitude as related to the attenuated
television signal. Consequently, when
the. television signal is amplified, the
noise is also amplified, with the end result being a noisy signal.
This problem can be solved, to a
degree, by placing a broadband UHF
amplifier directly adjacent to the antenna with which the signal is amplified
prior to transmitting it down the cable
to the receiver. This assures a strong
signal at the receiver end of the cable.
A much more desirable solution,
however, is to place the tuner, converter and IF amplifier sections of the receiver at the antenna location, with the

resultant 45 -MHz IF signal then transmitted down the cable to the receiver
location. Since this IF signal is significantly lower in frequency than the
received UHF channel, less loss is
incurred in the lead -in line and a strong
signal is applied to the receiver.
The DYNAIR FT -4BU Fixed Tuner
is housed in two separate packages.
A formed aluminum housing which has
a universal pole- mounting bracket contains the tuner, converter and IF amplifier sections. It has a terminal strip for
the 300 -ohm antenna input and a BNC
connector for the IF output to the
lead-in cable. The second package consists of a plug -in module which replaces
the standard tuner of a DYNAIR
RX-4B "DYNA- TUNE" Television Demodulator. The plug -in module contains automatic frequency control circuitry which assures a stable signal. A
switch is provided on its front panel
for selection of either automatic or
manual frequency control. An AFC
tuning adjustment is also mounted on
the front panel. The antenna lead -in
from the pole- mounted tuner is applied
Circle

Junn,

129 on Reader Service

to the SO -239 connector on the rear
panel of the DYNA -TUNE which is
normally used for the VHF antenna
connectors.
The pole -mount tuner receives d -c
power and AFC voltage from the demodulator via the coaxial lead -in cable.
No other cables need be routed to the
pole-mount unit.
Input

SPECIFICATIONS
200 uV to 31,620 uV
-14 to +30 dBmV)

Level...

(

Noise Figure

.

.

Cable Length
(RG -59)

.

12 dB

Maximum

...

Price

DYNA -TUNE
with FT-4BU

.

1000 -uV input: 500 ft
10,000 -uV input: 1000 ft
20,000-uV input: 2000 ft
FT -4BU: $335.00

$1685.00

DYNAIR ELECTRONICS, INC.
San Diego, Calif.
6360 Federal Blvd.
Phone (714) 582-9211
ZIP 92114

Card
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BM/E CLASSIFIED MARKETPLACE
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES
DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: $22.50 per inch lx; $22.00 per inch 3x; $21.00 per inch 6x; $20.00
per inch 12x. ALL OTHER CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 250 per word; minimum $3.00. BLIND BOX NUMBER:
No extra charge. Replies sent to address below will be forwarded to you. PAYABLE IN ADVANCE; send
check with order. CLOSING DATE: 5th of 2nd month preceding issue date.

BM /E, Monterey and

Pinola Avenues,

HELP WANTED
TelePrompTer Corporation is selecting personnel for the following positions in both operating CATV systems and new systems beginning
construction:
Chief Technician: Minimum of 7 years direct
experience in CAN system test, maintenance,
operation, layout, head -end work, customer
service, management of personnel and vehicles,
and construction practices. Radio -telephone license desirable but not necessary.
Construction Manager: Minimum of 5 years experience in CAN system construction, cus-

tomer service installations, plant rearrangements, strand mapping, pole line engineering,
to supervise contractors during new plant construction, provide liaison with engineering, coordinating flow of materials, etc.
Maintenance Technician: Minimum of 4 years
direct experience in CAN system test, maintenance, operation, head -end work, customer
service and service installation.
loin TelePrompTer, the largest and most active
CATV operator for the best opportunities!
Send resume to Roger Wilson, TelePromptTer
Corporation, 50 West 44th Street, New York,
New

York, 10036.

CHIEF ENGINEER FOR
MICHIGAN CCTV
SYSTEMS COMPANY
Must have strong background in
maintenance of CCTV, VTR's and
CAMERAS, plus management
ability. Salary open with benefit
program. Write Box No. 671 -3,
BM/E, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa.
17214.
TelePrompTer of Mobile Cable TV is looking
for technical personnel with electronics background. Experience preferred in CATV, television stations, or radio. Other experience in
the electronic industry will be considered. Mail
resume to Leo O. Levisay, 3257 Moffat Road,
Mobile, Alabama 36607 or telephone 471 -6236.

POSITIONS WANTED
Announcer, newscaster, D.J. broadcast graduate,
3rd. endorsed, single, draft exempt, above
average beginner desires part-time weekend
position. Philadelphia area. AM & /or FM.
tape and resume on request. Byron Rader,
5661 Florence Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19143.
Phone (215) SA 6 -3850.
Getting it together! Black D.J. needs first job soul, jazz, rock. MOR format- Willing to
relocate and work hard 3rd phone. I'm ready!
Contact Mr. Nicholas Harper, 642 Caliente
Dr. #33, Sunnyvale, Cal. 94086.
Salesman wants to return to the Midwest.
Married. College Grad. Presently working with
small market radio station. 3rd Class, Endorsed.
Young and aggressive. Box 671 -I, BM /E, Blue
Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214.
Director /producer /crewman. Three years news June.
years
veteran? 209) 251--8823; Bill Peyton, 4105 E.
Raco, Fresno, Calif.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Finest RF coils, contactors, switches, custom
ATU systems built for customers or dealers.
Write or phone for catalogue. Geleco Electronics
Ltd. Thorneliffe Park Drive, Toronto C-7, Ont.
Phone 416 -421 -5631.
Any type tower erection finance. Bill Angle.
Tel. 919-752 -3040. Box 55, Greenville, N.C.
27834.
Six-bay

bat -wing T -V antenna, Tuned for
Channel-10. Box 671 -2, BM/E, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214.

Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214

Phone

717/794 -2191

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE (cont'd)

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE (cont'd)

REMOTE CLOSED CIRCUIT
TV EQUIPMENT
New custom built 8' X 13' trailer with all
equipment shock mounted for use in or outside
of van. Three Vidicon cameras, 2 with 5" view
finder monitors and rear operated zoom lens'
(20-100 m.m.) Heavy duty Samson tripods and
dollies, 1/2" video recorder with stop action,
special effects generator and switcher, synchronous generator, 2-way head set communication for all cameras and director's console.
3 rack-mounted 5" monitors, 1 10" receiver monitor, microphones, microphone stands and
mixer, 425' camera cable, 300' power cable,
100' microphone cable, lights miscellaneous
cables and equipment, 5 new and 5 used rolls
of 1 hr. tape. Schematics, service, and operator's manuals with all equipment. Less than 50
hrs. on all equipment. $9875. M. T. Finch, day
(803) 252 -5347. Night (803) 772-3001.

Sony, Panasonic cctv monitors, vtrs, cameras,
accessories. Demonstrators in fine condition.
Write for list. Telaudio, 634 S. Victory, Bur-

bank, California.
TEKTRONIX WAVEFORM MONITORS RM
527 in original carton, with Manual and Mounting Brackets. $400.00. Oneida Visual Sciences,
P.O. Box 572, Utica, N.Y. 13503. Phone 315733 -9875.

One only. Must sell. Brand new Ampex 351,
never used. Original crate. Jim Rose, 1-214 -5639184, or K- B -O-X, Dallas.
133' self- supporting, insulated,
AM tower,
$1200.00. Moving available. 869-1296. Box 801,
Springfield, Missouri.

CONSULTANTS

GOOD MUSIC PROGRAMMERS -Your opportunity to acquire the fine music library of
the former MUSIC MASTER SYSTEM leased
music service. 2700 disks consisting of London
Library, Seeburg- Standard, 16" Capitol Transcriptions plus misc. LP's, 78, 45. Approx. 60%
new disks, 40% good used. Mostly instrumental,
some vocal. $2400 FOB, Utica, N.Y. Yates M.
Hoag, 3 Fineview Dr., Utica, N.Y. 13502.

JANSKY & BAILEY
TeleCommunications Consulting
Department
CATV & CCTV
Phone 202/296 -6400
1812 K Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
Atlantic Research
The Susquehanna Corporation

315-732 -6702.

SCULLY TAPE RECORDERS: Mono, 2, 4 8,
12, & 16 track models plus 270 automatic payers. Some models in stock now. W.A.L. custom
audio control consoles & console modules.
Solid state 120 Watt power Amps. We buy and
rebuild Scully lathes. WIEGAND AUDIO LABORATORIES, INC. 3402 Windsor Road, Wall,
N.J. 07719. Phone 201 /681 -6443.
SOLID-STATE AUDIO PLUG -IN OCTAL (1"
Dia x 2" H) modules. Mic preamps, disc &
tape preamp-equalizers, tape bias ose. & record
ampl., power amps & power supplies. Send for
free catalog and audio applications. Opamp
Labs., 172 So. Alta Vista Blvd., Los Angeles,

TECHNICAL SERVICES
CUSTOM CARTRIDGE RELOADING and refurbishing. Fidelipac replacement parts and
cartridges. Write us today for prices. PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SERVICES, BOX 1953, FT.
WORTH, TEX. 76101.

PROGRAM SERVICES

1581.

Calif. 90038.
Color videotape recorders for sale. Two IVC
Model 860. Almost new, excellent condition.
Cost $7,800 each. Make a reasonable offer.
Phone: 904 -354-2806.
The complete and reliable source for new and
used broadcast equipment. Request our free
listings. Broadcast Equipment and Supply Co.,
Box 3141, Bristol, Tennessee 37620.
Heliax -styroflex. Large stocks -bargain prices tested and certified. Write for prices and stock
lists. Sierra Western Electric, Box 23872, Oakland. Calif. 94623. Phone (415) 832-3527.
CAPSTAN IDLERS for AMPEX 300, 35 440
Series, self aligning with replaceable ball bearings, $22.50 net. VIF INTERNATIONAL, Box
1555, Mtn. View, Ca. 94040.
Our latest used equipment bulletin is out! If you
have not received your copy, write us. The Maze
Corporation, P.O. Box 6636, Birmingham, Ala-

bama 35210.
TAPEX CARTRIDGES-High performance. No
pressure pads. No brakes. 4 years successful
use by selected stations. Eliminate your cartridge problems. New easy labeling. Write today
for brochure and price on Tapex Cartridges,
Mastertone Company, Dept. BM, 8101 University Blvd., Des Moines, Iowa 50311.

CnB

THE

-or

Jack Panels and patch cords Audio and Video,
new and used. Precision video coax cable and
connectors (Belden 8281). Write for catalog.
Gulf Electro-Sales, Inc. 6325 Beverly Hill,
Houston, Texas 77027. Phone 713- 781 -3066.
AMERICA'S LARGEST STOCK AND CONSIGNMENT LISTING of new and used broadcast and recording equipment. We trade-sell and
buy. THE MAZE CORPORATION, P.O. Box
6636, Birmingham, Ala. 35210.
FIELD STRENGTH METER. 540 KHz to 5
MHz. Ten microvolts to 10 volts- per-meter. New
solid state design, long battery life. Stable, accurate calibration. Free literature. Solar Electronics, 901 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood,

AUTOMATION

TAPES FOR

Cal. 90036.
RCA TS 40 solid state switching system with
effects in good working condition, available in
April 1971 at an attractive price, four years old.
Contact Vital Industries, Inc., 3614 S.W. Archer
Rd., Gainesville, Fla. 32601
phone 904-378-

STUDIOS

Specializing in Custom Services
3415 BERESFORD AVENUE
BELMONT, CALIFORNIA 94002
4

1

5

/

5 9

2.

6

1

4 9

Gary Owens sez "Of All joke sheets I get,
Weenie is funniest. All great lines. Use some
on Laff In." 2435 SW 128th Avenue, Miami,
Florida 33165, for samples.
Command Comedy
The "best" deejay
comedy collection available anywhere! You
must agree -or- your money back! Volume #1
$7.50. Command, Box 26348 -A, San Francisco 94126.
Deejay Manual-A collection of one -liner comedy pieces for sparkling DJ's $3.00. Write for
free
Broadcast Comedy" catalog. Show -Biz
Comedy Service (Dept. R) 1735 East 26 Street,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11229.
DEEJAYS! 11,000 classified gag lines, $10.00.
Unconditionally guaranteed! Comedy catalog
free. Edmund Orrin, Boyer Road, Mariposa,
Calif. 95338.
Need production?
. Too many "same voice"
commercials?
Working NYC professionals
voice and produce your spots, program intros,
etc. Top quality; reasonable! Mediascan, Box
91, Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.
Automation broadcasters! Custom programming
for high speed multiple duplicator prices! Or
looking for specialized libraries like "Country
Gentleman Instrumentals "? CnB Studios, 3415
Beresford Ave; Belmont, Cal. 94002.

-

.

INSTRUCTIONS
FCC FIRST CLASS RADIOTELEPHONE LICENSE IN SIX WEEKS. Classes in El Paso,
Dallas, Atlanta, Chicago, Cincinnati, Denver,
Ft. Worth, Hartford, Houston, Memphis, Miami
Beach, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Nashville, New
Orleans, Oklahoma City, St. Louis, San Antonio, San Francisco, and Seattle. For information contact Elkins Institute, 2603 Inwood Road,
Dallas, Texas 75235 (214)-357-4001.
June, 1971 -BM /E
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INSTRUCTIONS (Cont'd)

o

First phone through tape recorded lessons at
home plus one week personal instruction in
Washington, D.C., Atlanta, Boston, Detroit,
New Orleans, Minneapolis, Seattle, Denver,
Portland, Los Angeles. Proven results. Our 17th
year teaching FCC license courses. Bob Johnson
Broadcast License Training, 1060D Duncan,
Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266. Phone 213 -379-

4461.
Advance beyond the FCC License level. Be a
real engineer. Earn your degree (mostly by correspondence), accredited by the Accrediting

Commission of the National Home Study Council. Be a real engineer with higher income, prestige, and security. Free catalog. Grantham
School of Engineering, 1503 N. Western, Hollywood, California 9002'7.
American Institute of Radio, by encouraging
students to attend both day & night classes
can guarantee you a First Class License in
21/2 to 31/2 weeks. New classes start every Monday. Housing can be arranged for $12 -15 per
week. Total tuition $330, 2622 Old Lebanon Rd.,
Nashville, Tenn. 37214, 615- 889 -0469 or 889 -2480.
"1971 Tests-Answers" for FCC First Class License. Plus Command's "Self -Study Ability
Test." Proven! $9.95. Command Productions,
Box 26348-A, San Francisco 94126.

THE
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Thompson & Healey Inc.
1111 Hearst Building
San Francisco, California 94130
415- 362 -8547

CALL OR WRITE TODAY
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COMPANY, INCORPORATED
P.O. Box 8597, Fort Worth, Texas
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Teledyne Camera Systems
TeleMation ... _._
Tri -Ex Tower Corp.
_..
Wilkinson Electronics, Inc.

Yes, quality, service and price
on CATV systems are the reasons for Fort Worth Tower's position as the industry's leading
supplier. Experience gained as
a pioneer supplier of CATV en-

AC LINE SURGE
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47
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against lightning surges
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Equipment Division
Sony /Superscope
Sparta Electronic Corp.
Spindler & Sauppe, Inc.

your broadcast equipmeot

J. Healey

6290 Sunset Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90028
213- 466 -8321

Art Mandell
JAPAN

Nippon Keisoku Inc.

P.O- Box 410

Central Tokyo, Japan
535-6614
Yoshi Yamamoto

on Reader Service Card

Excessive voltage surges caused by lightning, transformer arcing and induced transients are everyday occurances that cause heavy
damage to valuable broadcast equipment.
Now through the use of WILKINSON voltage
sensitive Line Surge. Protectors you can protect your equipment from line surges that may
exceed even twenty times the normal line
voltage.
A WILKINSON

pulse compensated Line Surge

Varister, is placed across a line of its rated
voltage. Should a surge or increase of voltage
occur, the resistance of the varister decreases
at log scale as the voltage increases, thus acting as a momentary load or short circuit to the
surge. WILKINSON Line Surge Protectors draw
little or no current and are capacitor compensated for microsecond surges, thus damping
all line disturbances as well as excessive voltage increase.
A small investment in WILKINSON Line Surge
Protectors is your assurance that your valuable broadcast equipment will not be damaged
due to line surges.

Model SIA -1 110 V. Single phase $150.00

Model SIA -2 220 V. Single phase $250.00
Model SIA -3 220 V. Three phase $350.00
Model SIA -4 440 V. Three phase $450.00
For complete details

write to:

1E2 0

ELECTRONICS, INC.
1937 MacDADE BLVD.

WOODLYN, PA, 19094

TELEPHONE (215) 874-5236 874.5237
CC,,rd

June, 1971 -BM /E
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PRODUCT INDEX

FROM THE

EDITOR
Sustaining Free Electronic Journalism
From where we sit, we thought the industry had responded vigorously in support of the First Amendment and against intimidation and coercion, direct and indirect, from the Administration
and from certain quarters in Congress.
We've been impressed with the tremendous job Vincent Wasilewski has done in urging NAB members to in no way compromise and to, in fact, become more assertive of broadcasters'
rights and responsibilities.
But ABC President Elton Rule last month told his network's
affiliates that the industry has not made enough noise on the
side of freedom for electronic journalism. He sees, along with
NBC, the House subpoena of CBS material as a direct attempt
at the worst kind of censorship. Rule said one cannot help but
suspect an attempt, conscious or unconscious, to drive a credibility gap between TV and its audience.
And then Walter Cronkite laid it on the line before the International Society of Radio and Television when he charged that
President Nixon must bear the responsibility for his Administration's actions to discredit the free press and journalist.
Commentary on national news reporting is beyond the normal
cognizance of this magazine, but when such a fundamental issue
is at stake, we cannot sit quietly. We have two observations.
The charge against CBS's documentary, "The Selling of the
Pentagon," is that the rearrangement of time sequences and
deletion of some material, a standard practice in film editing,
was unfair. We suppose there is something that sounds like
subterfuge, or even dishonesty, about putting a sequence together that appears to convey a representation about a person
that the person in question would not like nor approve. Whether
this tactic is unfair or not depends on the intent of the editor.
In publishing a trade magazine, we continuously alter the sequence of bylined articles and news releases, etc., in an attempt
to clearly convey what we determine to be the central message
of interest to our readers. We never set out to misrepresent a
person or position, but we may edit to remove self-serving statements. This brings us to our next observation which is to agree
with Tom Wicker, an associate editor of The New York Times,
writing in the May/June issue of Columbia Journalism Review.
Wicker says the recent renewed effort of the editors and
publishers to achieve a new sense of objectivity-which in effect
means agreeing with Vice President Agnew because of his criticism that the news media have not been objective enough
to fall into a trap. What the Vice President measures as objectivity, says Wicker, is more reliance on official sources of
news. Wicker says, "To the extent that you are reliant upon
institutional sources for news, you are reliant upon a self-serving
source which in every case will attempt to put the focus on the
news, to interpret information for you in the light of its own
interest."
Lack of intellectualism in presentation of news led this
country in the Vietnam war, and caused most journalists to
dismiss Eugene McCarthy's candidacy for president as a joke or
conspiracy. Journalists have missed other historical moments of
great importance, according to Wicker, and his article cites many.
There's more at stake than defending the freedom of the
press, its rights and privileges. We must sustain it and that means
getting intelligent people into the business who are more than
"objective" reporters of two sides of a question.
James A. Lippke, Editor
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AUDIO
40/121
32/295

32/299

32/293
36/114
31/275
31/280
44/122

33/111
36/115
31/278
40/120
32/298
31/282
31/281
32/296
39/118

Cart machine, 4-unit /Sparta
Cartridge playback machines /Insta -Tape
Div., Ampro
Cassette recorder /Craig
Cassette recorder kit /Bell & Howell
Consoles /McMartin
Delay System /Gotham Audio
Dynamic noise filter /Burwen Labs
"Integra II" system /Fairchild Sound
Microphones /Electro -Voice

Microphones, cardioid /Sony -Superscope
Monitor amplifier /RCA
Monitoring systems /Belar
Multicart tape playback system /RCA
Phone-line equalizer /Caddco
Quadraphonic encoder /Electro -Voice
Recorder /Tandberg

Solid -state

rf

amplifier /Wilkinson

TELEVISION STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
31/276 Amplifier, AGC /ITI Electronics
8/127 Automation system /IGM
20/109 Camera, color /RCA
9/104 Character generator /CBS
34/112 Cinematic techniques /Sarkes Tarzian
C2 /100 Color sync generator /TeleMation
34/305 Dummy loads /Bird
31/284 Film camera /Canon

7/103

Film chain

slide projector /Spindler

&

Sauppe

37/116

Helical VTR drop -out compensator /3M,
Mincom

15/107
31/287
°3/150

Lenses /Canon

12/106
31/283
31/286
3/101
47/126
46/124
31/277
48/128

Monitors /Conrac
Monitors, color /SC Electronics
Monitors, color/Tektronix
Monitor, monochrone /SC Electronics
Photoconductive telecine /Rank Precision
Production techniques /Sarkes Tarzian
Projector, color /TNT Communications

Lens, zoom /Zoomar

Modulator /Electronic

Industrial

Engineering

C4/133
32/294
5/102
38/117
C3/132
49/129
31/285
16/108
32/297

Projectors,

16mm and 35mm/

Lipsner -Smith
Recorder, coder telefilm /Teledyne
Studio console helical VTR /IVC
Switching systems /Grass Valley Group
Translator /Acrodyne

Tubes /RCA
Tuner, uhf, pole-mounted /Dynair
Video switcher /Ball Brothers
Video tape /3M, Magnetic Products
VTR accessories /Ampex

TRANSMITTER EQUIPMENT
34/301 Ice- detection device/Cybrix

34/300
34/303
39/119
38/318
34/304
C3/132

Linear amplifier/EMCEE
Microwave TV link /Microwave Associates
Multiplex ultra-linear program /Coastcom
SCA receiver /McMartin
Vacuum capacitor /Dolinko & Wilkens
"Vistacon" tubes /RCA Components

ANTENNAS, TOWERS & TRANSMISSION LINES
46/130 FM antenna /Jampro

51/125
34/113

Towers /Fort-Worth Tower
Towers /Tri -Ex Towers

CAN
°8/151
36/308
*10/152
36/306
36/309
36/310
32/110
36/307

Converter -jammer /transponder / K' S O N
Demodulator /Telemet
Equipment /AEL
Equalized splitters /C -Cor
Inline taps, all- channel /Jerrold
Modulator, ETV /Fung
Trencher /Ditch Witch -Charles Machine
Trencher /Vermeer

TEST EQUIPMENT

36/311 Cable fault locator /James G. Biddle
36/312 Counter, six -digit /Simpson
38/315 Digital impedance meter /General Radio
37/313 Interference locator /Sprague
34/302 Monitor, am /RCA
38/317 Test oscillator card /Fairchild Sound
38/314 Transmission simulator /Marconi
38/316 Waveform generator /Exact Electronics
PHOTOGRAPHIC & LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

45/123
31/288

Film processor, color /Jamieson
Lighting, studio portable /BerkeyColortran

COMPONENTS, WIRE & CABLE

11/105

Coaxial cable /Comm -Scope

MISCELLANEOUS

43/118
38/319
51/131

Books /TAB Books

Lettering- marking device/
Leteron Div., Reynolds Printasign
Surge protectors /Wilkinson
June, 1971 -BM /E
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Now There's a

Difference

RCA VISTACON

The RCA Vistacon is a direct replacement for
the lead -oxide target camera tube you may
now be using. It has direct interchangeability,
with exactly the same physical dimensions,
the same performance characteristics.
TUBE FOR TUBE REPLACEMENT
RCA
REPLACE
4592/R, 4592/G
XQ1020R, XQ1020G,
4592/B, 4592/L
XQ1020B, XQ1020L
4591/R, 4591/G
55875R, 55875G
4591/B, 4591/L
55875B, 55875L
And equally important, it's fully compatible
with any mix of tubes. For example, you can
put a Vistacon 4592/G in a camera with
XQ1020L, R and B tubes.
The difference? Vistacon is made by RCA and
serviced by RCA. That means a top quality
tube backed by the same RCA Field Engineers you have come to depend upon for con sutation or help whenever you want them.
Next time you need a replacement, try an
RCA Vistacon. Then maybe you won't think
you'll go
about interchangeability any more
RCA all the way.
For complete specifications and delivery information, call your RCA distributor.
Electronic Components,
Harrison,
RCA
N.J. 07029.
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Teledyne announces
the introduction
of their new Color
Telefilm Recorder

that transfers
color tape to
color film with
remarkable quality.

Teledyne Camera Systems' CTR -2 Color Telefilm Recorder.

Extraordinary quality and practical
economy from the outset.
Teledyne has developed the first
broadcast quality Color Telefilm
Recorder. They knew that excellence
was mandatory. A piece of equipment that wouldn't deliver sharp,
clear, color -balanced 16mm film
transfers would not stand up to your
criteria. So, the system was perfected
and then it was introduced.

Engineering bottom line.
Primary heart of the system is the
camera (DBM -64B) which uses compressed air to pull down and stabilize
the film in less time than the television
vertical blanking period. Result is full
Circle

133 on

frame recording without mid -field
splice or shutter bar.
System works for operator
not the other way around.
Human engineering, ease of operation, and maintenance maximizes
productivity. All components are immediately accessable. Test points on
the printed circuit cards used with the
built -in waveform monitor allow operation, adjustment, and trouble shooting without a separate oscilloscope.
Slanted camera optical path is very
convenient for magazine loading.
It almost had to be Teledyne.
You expect innovation from pioneers.
Because the camera came first, from
Teledyne, the system's development
was only an extension. That camera
revolAonized tape to film transfer
and is clearly the industry's standard.
Partial list of nomenclature
that makes the point.
DBM -64B Camera. Conrac RHM -19
Display. Tektronic 528 Waveform
Monitor. Modified Tektronic 602 "XY" Display. CBS Labs Mark II Image
Enhancer. Rank Decoder. Maurer "F"
Prime or Auricon "Modulite" Variable
Area Recording Galvanometers.
Teledyne CK -120 Magnetic Recording System. And so on.

Giant step for the state of the art.
Video tape production and 16mm
broadcast and dupe transmission are
now a quality reality. To learn more
about this capability and making it
available to your operation, contact
Teledyne Camera Systems at 131
North Fifth Avenue in Arcadia, Cali-

fornia 91006. Telephone (213) 3596691. They'll send you a reel sample.

TELEDYNE CAMERA SYSTEMS
Reader Service Card
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